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$1.00 PRI Irk it
FORMER GALLO-
WORN WRITES.
 Amarillo. Team April 7.
Editor Ledger, Murray, Ky.
Dear Sir: I am sending you
check for renewal to the dear
old Ledger. I have been a con-
stant reader since its birth.
remember well when it wore its
swaddling clothes. I have read
its columns and it is like a letter
front home.
While I have been away from
dear cid Calloway ieunty over
- twenty- years, there-hr---yet-n--
warm spot in my memory for
that people. No truer, braver
or more enlightened citizenship
anywhere, and I have some
friends and relatives there, that
death alone can sever our rela-
tionship.
I am very much in love with
the west, one of the healthiest
spots on the globe, high and dry,
pure ozone and one of the best
countries in the world for a
young man with hustle and en.
terprise. Land is cheap and
rich.
We have a numbetitf Calloway
county people here in (Air city
and three or four hundred lien-
% euckians, and I must say they
bear their part of the burdens,
all doing well and honorable, up-
right citizens.
--NNW
of God and His people. Comet
and learn what wonderful possi- 'Every Comfort Provided for country asking who has not sold.
have begun to ride over 
the
HARVEY SUES THE
bilities for good or evil you pus. Thoee few who have not 'told are
sou. In the latter we want to l Confederates at Birmingham being offered a small advance
see whether man is under any
kind of law in the Christian din.
penution. In this we will dis-
cuss some very vital differences
between the &fret or Jos
Christ and other religius bodies.
We are anxious for you to have
perfect knowledge of the teach-
ing of the church of God upon
these questions and therefore
cordially invite you to attend
these services. Bible clams
convene at 9;45 Lord's day morn-
ing. If you are not attending
Bible V11114141& arly-plaele why not 
come with us, and we will do
you good. - T. 13, Thompson,
Minister.
Mn. Amanda Shelties Dies in Mayfield
-----
Mayfield, Kentucky, April 11.
-Mrs. Amanda Shelton, widow
of the bite Elder J. C. Shelton,
a well known Christian minister,
Blenthigliam, Ala.; April &-
first."
_ 2h1aAt1lhe slogan that his
boon adopted by every man, wo-
man and child in Birmingham
preparing for the Confederate
reunion May 16, 17 and L. It
has been determined by the var-
ious committees in charge of the
reunion to contribute to the com-
fort, ease and enjoyment of the
Confederate veterans mind n
consideration will be permitted
to stand In the tfght-tefethat h
resolve.
The people of Birmingham
that are to welcome the veterans
perhaps for the last time have
planned every detail of the three
days for the heroes of 1860-65.
While there will be gay affairs
and entertainments of many
kinds for the visitors, yet the
died Sunday evening at 6 o'clock ambition has been determin.
at her home on College Street. td upon to center upon the men
She would have been 73 years of who bared their breasts to the
age had she lived until April 13. cannon's merciless fire during
She liaeen in ill health for , the civil war.
the nastar, but not until two I- Plans that have already been
weeks ago did her condition be-Idefinitely decided upon contem-
come critical or alarming to herlplates that all veterans who are
fatnily and friends. Mrs. Shels i guests of the city, and by that
ton was born in Robertson coun- , it is meant dependent upon the
ty, Tenn., and had lived in May- city for their food and shelter
field for about 35 years, She was weele in the city, will be provice
a member of the Christian ed with transportation during
church and had been faithful tee_oreee, Mindful of the fact
This is a great cow country, sev- , and devoterfolMiachinies for ' that many of the 6,000 veterans
eral of my neighbors own up in many years. Surviving her are expected to attend the reunion
the thousands and most of them , five children, as follows, all liv- tire somewhat feeble, the corn-
are getting rich. Your humble in Mayfield: Mrs. Lizzie &Id- 'mittee has arranged for automo-
servant has a little bunch iiiat ings, Miss Mettie Shelton, Joe' biles and automobile trucks to be
he is proud of. This is a great !Shelton, Denton and Fred Shel- used by the veterans during the
wheat country and wheat looks' ton. .The funeral services were parade...
gromising, and mere are thous- 1, conducted from the First Chris- The authorities anticipate that
ands of acres, just as far as the' tian church:at 2 o'clock Monday .at least 6,000 veterans will be
eye can reach. afternoon conducted by Rev. J. entirely dependent upon the city ion is 
held that in dfixing upon
ot a tree or shrub of any kind. dt Macedonia, west of Mayfield. 
for shelter and food during the 
the esnttaetre 
f
taianittr egnrot
 
unds 
the 
a vpeltae r.This is a very level country, 3. Castleberry. Burial occurred
reunion. Arrangements are be- lions the entertainment committee
ould be very interesting for - --- 
some Circuit Conk Convened Monday. 
, lag made to take care of 6,000 has acted wisely.
ou -p-eNe to see this
6 plains country. '• 
-- - -
• •
of the heroes. At the  Alibates
state fair grounds win be 'stab-
Billed the oftical CAM _ ID the
administration building cotawill
be placed that have been 'scut..
e4 from the federal government.
The buildings are cool, •commo-
dious, and it is believed that the
remnant of the army will be
safely and comfortable housed
there.
It was planeed at first to pitch
tents for-the entire number, but
was thuught advisable- to use
the permanent buildings for no
one can foresee the weather con-
ditions.
The commissary department is
now being formed. It is antici-
pated that some of the best
equipped cooks in the Birming-
ham district will be secured to
cook the food for the veterans.
The department will provide
meals every day during the re-
union and will also arrange to
prepare meals one day in ad-
vance of the official opening, an-
ticipating that some will arrive
in advance of the opening days.
The committee on arrange-
-ments will see that the soldiers
have every facility for social in-
tercourse at the official camp.
Old-fashioned camp stools will
be provided and the camp will
be so arranged that company re-
unions may be held and enjoyed
by the soldiers without any in-
convenience.
The state fair grounds are eas-
ily accessible by several street
car lines, and is on the -direct
route to the Bijou tbeater, where
the business meetings of the re-
union are to be held. The °pin-
It is here, 
In the absence of. Judge J. T. 
esteeeeestesteftesteetestestestestestestestesteeseesteseNtestesteeteetesteet
Hanbery, Judge Wm. Reed, of ee
Paducah, convened the regular +.
April term of the Calloway Coun- .4+11.1.11.0i+100.14+11:044.4.110.14+11+114 +44.4+14+1,4413/44444,12+w+11+1,141.4.14,
ty Circuit Court here last Men-
day. The docket is a very light! With the experience of the
one and Judge Reed expects to past year in marketing the to-
complete the cases by Saturday bacco crop, there is no further
noon. doubt but what the tobacco in-
The grand jury was promptly 4ustry is utterly denendent up-
empaneled Monday morning and on some sort of a selling organ-
after a vigorous charge. by the ization. The buying interests
judge .entered. upon,_th.e disgharge are thoroughlylittle fore taste of God's pure organized, a
It
son, and not one tobacco grower
in one hundred made a profit on
his crop.
At the same time the produc-
ers of other commodities which
must be exported have made
millions. And they did it be-
ozoneo cr. u les. is jury is 
------are thoroughly they were organized and
posed of the following citizens: 
during a period when the pro- could say to the buyers of thesewould possibly have the
W. T. Sledd, foreman; Geo. Du- 
ducers of every other commodi- products, you must pay a profit-same effect on you as it did on
aney, Arthur Butterwtieth, Doc 
ty have seen the prices of their able price, else we cannot trade.myself and you would like it so
well that you would want to lin- h
, ernes, C. B. Fulton, Lewis 
cemmodities ascend to heights Tobacco is almost, if not, as nee-
'Ross, Itley Fo-rd, T. J. Wright, 
hitherto unknown, t h e poor, essary to the soldiers of the Eu-ger near.
mo , N. H. -Hopkins, Ben Dixon. J. 
, down-trodden tobacco growerel topean war as powder and lead...Credit me with this check and
Scruggs and Major Bucv 
the owner of the earth, mind The freight rate on powder andkeep on sending me the Ledger.
Give all my old friends my s s' you-has been robbed of his pro- lead not only has been so high
t ehe petit jury is made up of-the,very kindest regards. I remain",
following citizens: D. 0. ClOp- 
At 'a time whire war has that buyers intuit buy It-sate-har-
yours truly, Jas. R. Wrather. :brought . revolution in various gain prices, but they have • been
In this beautiful garden of the
west,
Where the angels
Fold their wings
At night and rest.
For fear of growing poetic, I
had better close. I have a splen-
did practice, also I am interest-
ed in the drug business. I would
like for some of my old Calloway
county friends to visit me. A
ryc e- obacco Sktnatton
- - . ton, E. Outland; Will Jetton, S. 
.
linee of trade, one .lone,product willing to pay any price for it.
'hee been reduced .to starvation ,Manufacturerseef -these preduects
, When the person evho attempt- Orr, John. Sims,. Chas. A' 
iiibinrits. wee._ es .- We are told-that on -ac.- have become immensely rich durs ten-year average, 2.01 per cent-
___ _ , ceunt of the tobacco grown in ing the short.tirrie :the war as Losses from exposiure. past year,
ed to break down the back door ten, B. FeCeraway„lohn Hurt,,0 11.07 per ceat; ten-year average,
T of tip Sam E. leynurn residence, Chess Seruges, -J..B.' Swann. 
w. , the dark district being an export been in progress.
at 1129 Solth Fourth' slreet, re- R. Falwell, .Frank Pogue, 
wit. type, and that on acceunt of the • There is only one •seClution to [1.56 per cent.-
fused to answer Mrs.. Bynum's soee Reed, Will -Fain, B. H. 
Gro.. exmtsitant freight rate brougest the woes of the tobacco -efeeeeer Sheep-State e Lewes from dis-
questions as to who it was, Mrs: 'gen, Chas. Wrather. G. L. Shel- 
about by the European war, the -organization. ,Farmers eeeee 1 ease Past year, 3.5 per cent; ten
Bynum fired two shots through ton arid J. W. Clark. 
tobacco cannot be shipped, and 'made plaes, so far as weatheil year average, 3.6 percent. Loss-
the door and summoned tbe '
police to the house. An investi- 
be at a price which the buyee now, for another crop of tobaccoLittle Chauffeur a Scrapper.
gation failed to reveal the press 
l ean afford to pay and hold the something like an average acre-
over the price which has ruied
-up to now. These buyers are
also asking about -the prospects
for another crop, and intimating
that they hope conditions will
change by another year, so that
it will be possible to pay better
prices. Trip, of course, to en.
courage the farmer to raise an.
other big crop. Pembroke Jour-
nal.
Very Sick Mao.
Friends of Circuit Judge J. T.
beee ttnite-f11
for the past two weeks, have be-
come very much alarmed over
his condition. Judge Hanbery
was taken from HopkinsvIlle to
Walker's sanitarium in Evans-
ville last Friday night, where he
now is. A recent letter from
there stated that Judge Hanbery
was a very sick man, and that
an examination was being made
to ascertain whether his trouble
was cancerous or something else.
The letter further stated that
Judge Hanbery was able to sit
up Tuesday morning and read
the papers, and from this it ia
probable that no immediate dan-
ger is feared, even though his
condition is *as serious as was
thought by some.- Cadiz Record
Government Crop Report.
age. What prospects have they
Shoots at Burglar. • A. -Fakes -J.---D;-Trevathan, Johrr--- 4-
Washington, D. C., April 7.-
A summary of the April crop and
livestock report for the state of
Kentucky and for the United
States, as compiled by the bu-
reau of crop estimates and trans-
mitted through the weather bu-
reau, United States Department
of Agriculture, is as follows:
Wheat-State: Condition April
1 thin year, 85 per cent of nor-
mal; ten-year average of condi-
tion figures for April 1, 87 per
cent.
United States: Condition April
1 this year, 78.3 per cent; ten-
year average April 1 condition,
87.3 per cent.
Rye-State: Condition April 1
this year, 90 per cent; ten-year
average April 1 condition, 88 per
cent.
United States: Condition April
1 this year, e7.8 per cent; ten-
year average April 1 condition,
89.9.
Hogs-State; Leases from dis-
ease past year./ per anti ten-
year average, 6.5.
United States: Losses from
disease past year, 6.63 per cent;
ten-year average, 6.62 per cent.
Cattle-State: Losses from dis-
ease past year, 2.4 per cent; ten
year average, 2:2 percent. Loss-
es from exposure past year 0.8
per ant; ten-year aveftge, 1.4
per eent.
. United States:-Losses from
diseas6 past year 1.9e per cent:
hence, if it is sold at all, it must conditions have permitted up, to es from exposure past year, 1.4
per cent: ten year average, 2.4
per cent. ----
United States: Losses f.rom
16 yard or house. The attempted C. S. Dean, a traveling man,
well suited for a test 
esese-aWt'haenn
i definite period. Of course the to get back even what they must (disease past
tobacco in warehouses for an in-
year, 2.16 per cent;ence of any intruder around the Paducah, Ky., April 7.
•
"cussed out" Stanley Lee, a taxi 
Iten year average, 2.48 per cent.
burglary occurred at 10 o'clock, 
!average farmer did not swallow put into the crop to get it ready
while Mr. Bynum was away from 
this statement whole, but he for market? Mr. Fanner, ondriver, he reckoned without his 
Losses from exposure past year,
the house.-Paducah News-Dem- hosts. Lee weighs 120, Dean 
i might as well, for he could not. what do you base a hope that 2.17 per cent; ten-year average,
ocrat. 
'help himself. He had no organ- you will be able to get anythingprobably near 200. But when 
3.11 per cent.
Church of Christ.
You are invited to hear the
following subjects discussed
next Lord's day at 11:00 o'clock-
a. m., elle 7:30 p. m.: Morning,
"Achen's Sin." Evening, "The,
Law of Christ.
eeeetthall *evoke ute,power ae.4.1-was
to thwart 'the work of- God and
inausandi of faithful workers-
caw man hindering the progress
the milling was over Dean was ization which would back him 
for this crop for which you are Horses and Mules-State: Los-
up in saying to the buyer that now oreparing? Do you think sea from disease the past year,
emergency ,hospital, and Lee was unless you pay me a profit for the war will 
close, and in case it1.6 per cent; ten-year average,
1
unscathed. To make hum ilia- , myprociuct you cannot buy it. does, where can you see any-
his
tion more bitter, Lee "toated" ere f 
2.1 per cent. 
aclvera to police head. 
e armer had produced thejthing in it for you? If a 
few!. United States: Losses from
quarters, an
e
u
ry 
the unfeeling po- eta% he had no one toaesist_him 
years back, when- there was no . disease past year. 1.75 per. cent;
,
lice locked him .up, --after first i in ebtaining its valee: he could 
war, the buyer cottle come to ten-year average, 1.95 per cent.
tendering him some antiseptics 'not eat it himself and he could , your barn and 
take your crop at ' . - • -  --
for his bruised anatomy - The, 
I - eeee, ,
PPV.„,1t to ,is lieseetseek. Then j his own price, how do 
youeex-e Dr. and Mrs. Bob C. Overbey
,:eraument-ifFiglirei -the faiee'eeeehee ee,,veeeee totra-bettkr yotirse:f more .••••• . 
are rejoicing over „the arrival ..of
- . a er Yi • ,!see eharetti 617 Cents: 'Dean peid ; -' es' - • .- - - a 
ten sowed gteegeatei:eterssesorrie
it but cussed for good measurtiever he could 
get and make the I .Just now, when practically all last Saturday. .Yoctor said she
and Lee refused -to accept the' hest of if? Thisev. ai the eondi- the tobacco 
has been sold for a was certainly rebig "Aisril fool"
cussing. • tion throughout the present sea.; song, we are told that buYe'rs to 
him-LaCenter.Advatice.
•
54,
NEWS' DEMOCHAT
Dixon. Ky., April _
tative W. B. Harvey, of Webster
county, has flied suit in circuit
court here against the Padueels
News-Democrat for $20,000 damt•
ages for alleged libel.
Harvey's suit is based on as
editorial which was published
the News-Democrat March ilk
under the_caption "Hoodlurniesx,
in the House," in which Rept*
sentative Frank e. -Greene wise-
Representative Harvey were me
ferred to as "bad men, cornm.
ches or city hoodlums," and kin.
which it was stated that Green-
:marched up the aisle "like at,
cowboy leading his gang," sad.
that Harvey joined in,"bellow-
ing and cavorting,"----- •
Harvey's attorneys are Wiliam
& Birkhead of Owensboro, Hunt
& Bennett and Bourland & Black-
well of Dixon. It is reported
that the same attorneys will 61e.
a similar suit based on similar
grounds against the Louisville
Times._ 
Harvey came into prornineari&•
In the last session of the legisise
ture by his denunciation of Geeree
ernor Stanley for his affiliatiei
in politics with men connected
with the liquor interests and tes
his tilt with Representative J.
D.-PUmphrey,--or-rrentibg " nuis,
ty, in which a house committee
exonerated him fully and reftet-
ed to go into Harvey's charm
that the liquor interests contriee
uted large sums to the success
of Governor Stanley in two et
his campaigns.
Confusion About Auto License
There seems to be a difterenee
of opinion regarding the amome
to be paid for license by Retro
mobile owners, and during that
past week Judge Langston took
up the matter with the coixas
missioner of motor vehicles arse
is in receipt of the followirop
communication, which we peke
lieh for the benefit of elle war:
owners of the countv:.---
"In reply to your letter of the
30th ult. beg to say that we are
in a rather embarrassing pee.-
tion on this question. The be-
torney general has ruled that et
a person is not using his car for
say two months, January sae _
February, he is not requirme
to pay license for those months.
We have no way to deterzetiac
this, so we are forced to aocete
any fee tendered so long as it
pays 'for the remainder of the
year.
You have paid $6.00 on al/ ark-
plicatiOns that have noticed.
but we keep no record of 4es-
whom the license was paid, so
we could not furnieh a bit of the
applicateens sentin by_ YOU. I
thoughteethat -the-appliCatiotte-
sent by you were from those fin-
ed in your court, and this w'
evidence that they were operat-
ing the car prior to paying _ the
license, and such should pay fee
the entire year.
"The attorney general has als
advised usehat there is no way
we can refund money on a li-
cense paid this way, as the oney
provision allowing us to check
on the motor license fund ie
Sec. 6, and this does not come
under that provision. This hag.
caused some dissatisfaction but
we are doing the best we can in,
the matter. Yours truly,
T. S. BYARS, C610..z:.
Mr. M. W. Oehron and Miss.
Myrtie Bucy were married near
the old chestnut-tree on the Mum.-
ray. and Paris road- Wednesdaye
af terncreirat kin!eieek. The worde-
tIrtfetif ER"Villirr'
were said by H. Davis. .paa-4
tor of the Hazel circuit.
e.,
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EXPECT TO ADJOURN
EARLY IN SUMMER
*0TH HOUSIES OF CONGRESS Ant
SPEEDING UP ! OR CLOVE
OF BUSINISL
- 4
ALL PARTIES SEEM =HMIS
Administration Leaders (Keeling
forts to Expedite Legislation-No
Indication of Intentions to
Prolong Debates.
Washington. Adndnistration lead-
ers in congress are exerting unusual
efforts to expedite legislation with a
view to an adjournment early In the
summer, and they are meeting with
co-operation on the part of the_tuinor-
tty ta both bonen.. afTfral. thane In
tea --hest --week - Regabliesas
Mame and senate declared that they
were a• anzious as the Democrats for
an early adjournment because of the
approaching campaign. and there are
no present indications of any inten-
tion to prolong debate or attempt to
block the administration's legislative
program.
An Illustration of the general deter,
to *peed up was furnished in the sen-
ate when unanimous consent agree-
ments were reached for a vote on the
army reorganization hill and free ate
gar repeal resolution and the legis-
lative appropriation bill was passed,
all within two hours. The senate
agreed to vote on the army bill on
April 18.
The senate will debate the sugar re
peal issue. Senator Simmons. chair-
man of the finance committee, har-
ing warned the senate that action was
imperative because the tree sugar
clause of the tariff act will become
operative May 1 next unless congress
acts before that time. He said he an-
ticipated a sharp controversy in con-
ference because of the action of the
senate committee in amending the
heattiealeseiluBon. The house agreed
upon ir Flat repeil of tlar-
clause. The senate Democrats recom-
mended that the existing duty of a
cent a pound on sugar should be ex-
tended until May 1, 1920, Senators
Broussard and Ransdell of Louisiana
will make an effort to restore the
house resolution, but this is doomed
to failure The fight will be continued
in conference.
MOAN WINS IN MILWAUKEE.
Socialist Candidate for Mayor Has a
Majority of 1,000.
Milwaukee, Wis.--Conatilete unoffi-
cial returns on April 5 show that Dan-
iel A. lioan, city attorney. Social Dem-
ocrat candidate, defeated Mayor G.
A. Batting, non partisan, in the mayor-
alty election by about 1,000 majority
The city council will be non-narti-
san. All the Social Democra candi-
dates for aldermen, including former
Mayor Emil Seidel-, were-detesteen---
Killed in Battle With Officer.
Del Mo. Texas.-Private John Wade
of Company C, 24th Infantry, a negro
reatment,--waireittllett here by State
Ranger Barter, when two rangers and
Sheriff Almond attempted to arrest le
negro soldiers, who had created a dis-
turbance in a house in the restricted
district'. Tiiree ncgroes attacked the
sAt cv Is while thee-fatter were taking
them to jail. Wade jumped on Ranger
Barter, pressing him to the ground and
clubbing him on the head with the butt
of his revolver. Lying on his back.
Barter thew his pistol and fired over
his shoulder at 'Wade, killing him in-
stantly.
Replies On Mail Seizures.
Washington.-The governments of
the entente allies, through Sic Cecil
Spring Rice, the British ambassador,
has presented to Secretary Lansing a
joint reply to- the protest made by the
United States egginst the seizare. de-
tention and censorship of neutral
mails. It declared that no legitimate
letter_mail.had been confiscated nor
any treaty rights violated, but emphat-
ically asserted the allies' intention te
continue searching parcel post pack-
ages for contraband "concealed under
postal folders."
Rob Bank of $15,000.
Canonsburg, Pa,-Two men robbed
the First National Bank of Houston,
at Houston, of $15.000 and escaped in
an automobile.
Cashier McNutt was alone at his
window when an automobile drove
up. A man entered, carrying a piece
of paper about the size of a check.
and laid it on the counter. On the pa-
per was written, "Make a move and
you will be shot." McNutt looked up
to find himself facing an automatic
The other man went to the vault and
secured $15;000.
Largest Bill Ever Reported.
Waahington -The third great ele
ment of the national preparedness
program was brettgbf fate -the house.
It is the largest fortifications bill ever
reported and the tett of !oar annur I
measures under which it is proposed
..t9 tirnd $100,0410,000. ler. increasing
?,.4.roggd modeteiting colt irlet .ealtite,i4:,-
. ready official 
i
iy dee! "
any In the- world. and to supply ample
store of reserte ammunition Includ-
ed are provisions for mountlng le-inch
direct fire rifles to guard New York,
Boston, and San Francisco.
- .
•
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IS FIGHTING FOR EXISTENCE
Germany Plane N. War On America.
Military Satiation Reviewed Show-
ing German Steady Progress
Berlin i Hy Wireless to Saville. N.
When the Imperial chancellor.
Dr. von Bethmann liollweg, arose on
April S to deliver his pronunetamento
on the Minutia of Germany with re-
sweet to the w•r, the relchstag pro
sented the aspect of former greet
days when some question of great na
Boma Import was to be discussed All
the members were present and the
galleries were crowded.
-Atuong Thet&Lga al-PromiTs were
the American ambassador, Mt. James
W. Gerard, the Argentine minister,
Dr. Luis Molina, the Dutch minister,
Baron (levers, and the Greek minis-
ter, N 0. Theotoky.
The chancellor reviewed the mili-
tary situation and showed that
throughout all the fighting Germany's
progress had been steady and certain.
He declared that Germany was at war
only to preserve her existence and to
-hold back her enemies from the tier-.
-MA& frontiers--
Germany had been threatened, he
- said, with annihilatiot., with partition
of her realm, with destruction of her
essential political and economic forces
and the answer to any suggestions of
peace on the basis of destruction of
Prussian military power ells the tier-
man sword,
The chancellor began with a review
of the military situation. He stated
that since his last speech in the retch -
stag the +Dardanelles enterprise had
ended as a failure, that the Servian
campaign, with the assistance of Aus-
tria-Hungary and Bulgaria, had been
brought to • victorious conclusion;
that Montenegro and Albania likewise
were now in the hands of Germany's
allies; that the British attempt to re-
lieve Kut-el-Amara, In Mesopotamia,
had been in vain; that the Russians,
although they had succeeded in occu-
pying Erzerum, with superior forces,
had found their advance checked by
strong Turkish forces; that Russian
attacks against the front in Galicia
and Italian attacks against the Isonzo
positions had been beaten back. More-
over, he said, the Russians had driven
column* agenset tios German. Ilnea..hut.
their assaults had broken down before
Field Marshal von Hindenberg and his
heroes.
The chancellor declared that the re-
ports of Germany's enemies that her
military forces had been expended
were erroneous.
"Equally silly are reports that we
contemplate the acquisition of any ter-
ritory on American soil as in Brazil or
in any American country whatsoever
'We fight for our existence and for
our future. For Germany and not for
space in • foreign country are Ger-
many'. eons bleeding and dying on the
battlefield.
'Every one among us knows this,
and it makes our hearts and nerves
so strong. This moral force strength-
ens our will in order not to only weath-
er the storm, but also to, achieve final
victory."
•••••
TU ZURRAT LID0.11, UU&T IIT.
GERMANS ATTACK
LINE NEAR VERDUN
THS FRENCH EVACUATE THE
SETHINCOURT WID(.11 ON
APRIL IITH.
ENTER FRENCH TRENCHES
Paris
GERMAN 'FINANCES.
DiePatCh Claims Situation Is
Daily More Precarious.
—London-The Daily Telegraph prints-
the following dispatch from Paris:
"According to information emanat-
ing front neutral sources, the German
finanelei situation 15 daily becoming 
Bring Metal Back to Paris.
more precarious. Many capitalists and 
Parise-Lieut.-Com. Wm. R. Sayles
financiers already have -takCh precall:kad First' Liente Bernar
d le Smith' lia-
From *That Position the Teutons Were
Immediately Ejected Through a
Counter Attack, Says French
Official Dispatch.
-
Parts The French entrusted the
Bethincourt salient April 8 and the
Germans attacked with great violence
their new line from Avocourt to Cum
'errs. but Were repulsed with sanguin
ary tosses.
Only at one point. northearit-ef Aire.
etid the Germ" nme aacceedia_ret
tering the French trenches, and front
this position they were immediately
ejected through a counter-attack, ate
cording to the French official commun•
ication. The communicetion says:
• "In the Amines our artillera con
ccutrated its hre on the enemy's com-
munications. 'aur heavy batteries dur
log these operations shelled • sector
in the_nelghborliwt) where important
troop gatherings end columns on tfie
niarch were observed in the region of
Montfaucon and Nantillohe
"Near Hill 21,5 we exploded a mine.
which crumbled the enemy's trench
for quite a considerable length and 
de-
stroyed a small post.
"To the west of the Meuse a -Violent
battle which lasted the entire day,
was engaged In on the whole of the
front from Avocourt to Cumicree and
even spread to the eastern bank of the
river.
"The premeditated evacuation of the
Retiiincourt salient, which was carried
out on the night of April 14, has enabled
us to establish a continuous line, be-
ginning at the Avocourt corner and
running along the first woody slopes
to the west of Hill 304, then along the
letithetti bitlii-6f-Tive-Fmtes !trunk to-
the northeast of Haucourt and reach-
ing our position_a little to the mouth
of the crossing of the roads of liethin:
court-Eenes gmd Bethinceurt-Chattan
court.*
HARRISON INDICTED.
Charged With Being Accessory After
Fact to Train Robbery.
AtianU:-CharWa-liarrison, held by
postoffice inspectors here in connec
Bon with the investigation of a train
robbery near Central, W. Va., Oct. 8,
1915, in which more than $100,000 in
unsigned bank notes were stolen, was
indicted by the federal grand jury on
charges of being an accessory after
the fact. He will be arraigned later.
Richard Harrison, a brother of
Charles, who was arrested at Grand
Rapids, Mich., was a witness before
the grand jury. It is understood be
has confessed. Jeff Harrletne, another
brother, is held at Parkersburg. W.
Va. Benjamin McKee is under arrest
at Alabama City, Ala,
William Carl Rentz, r.I., who plead-
ed entity in Cincinnati to having stol-
en money In his possession, was
brought here for trial.
tions in view of coming events,
"Several well-known hankers, this
information declares, have migrated to
Switzerland with capital, with the ob-
Jere. of going to the United States il
necessary. '
"It is apprehended that prohibitive
measures may be taken to prevent the
further exodus of German capital
abroad. -
"Many Gerniat business men -now
turn their eyes toward :louth America
as a field for their operations, because
in many other parts of the world their
activity henceforward will be less ac-
ceptable.
"German financiers declare the last
loan was subscribed only through clev
er manipulation and doubtful methods,
which are a grave danger to the em
pire."
- Mrs. Anna Busch Dies.
Los Angeles.-Mrs. Anna liusch, a
sister ot Mrs. Adolphus Busch, of the
weaahy SC. Louis family of brewers,
died in the Pasedena Hospital. follow-
ing an illnees of two months. With
her when she died were her two' sons,
Otto S. and Frank S. M. Busch, lead-
ing representative of the great brew-
ing concern, and her daughter, the
Baroness von Kleydorff. •
Mrs. Busch was 7S years old. Her
home war in Berlin. ,Germany. but
when the war broke Out she -was itt
France and could not reach Germany.
so she came to this country.
Aged Man Found Dead.
Dallas. .Texas-With hil brains
beaten out witli'a bl-unt instrumeiat,
the body 'of W.-11. tiomphrtesetfc-was
found in his small grocery' etore at
isistien. near here. He had been dealt
at least 12 hours. Near the body of
tlep mem .inas 'Nf„p. Bertha Trowta, his
etaetetreisea.4441aW- age" 4 Pfl
ing condition. Having been-beaten 1n
the same manner as her father* The
bodies were found by a son, alto went
to the store co his way to wcrit. Rob-
bery was the motive, ag the *gore had
been broken into and rifled. +.
•
evadeaseksir-- _` •
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val attaches of the American embassy,
have returned from a tour of invest'
gat ion into the destruction of the chan-
eel steamer Sussex, which took them
to Boulogne. to naval headquarters at
Toulon and to the British -admiralty
I In London. Fragments of metal found
' on hoard the Sussex being compared
With breeze torpedoes used by the
1 Germans are now in pessession of the
French and_British naval authorities.
Air Defenses Drive Zeppelin.
Londen.-The increasing effective-
ness of England's anti aircraft de-
fenses was demonstrated on April 7,
when the single, Zeppelin which un-
dertook the fifth raid was prevented
from penetrating the northeast coast
and was forced to flee. Searchlights
discovered the raider coming over the
sea and never once lost him during
his stay.
Revolutionaires In Possession.
Amoy, China.-Revolutionaries have
the entire city of Swatow in their pos-
session. The native population is re-
ported to be panic-striceen, as they
fear an attack by government troops
from Canton. The American gunboat
Wilmington is protecting foreign in-
terests at Swatow. The commander
of the warship and the American con-
sul are co-operating to prevent fight-
ing in the foreign property area if an
attempt is made by government troops
to recapture that city. The rebel forces
are well disciplined.
Retained By email Margin.
Washington.-The senate retained
tit., volunteer army provision in the
army tal-April--6---by-a--vote of 36-to--4t4.
rejecting Senator Lee's amendrneat to
strike the section from the bill.
Advocates bf the.nattorusletuard as a
ilhe first ItiaeOtif defensw *ream? the
MIA/. V.P47 3" .441 Ititaqtk
merit vtgorouelyean • gertr71,7•Wait
onc• of the hardest foug,ht
The narrow margin by whicir-the
federal volunteer prevision- was tee
tained makes 'it doubtful that it will
he in the measure finally framed
•
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TEN VILLA MEN ARE KILLED
Report Fight Several Days Ago Be-
tween Detachment of Carron.
Mates and VIIiiataa.
Queretaro, hirs-1—tei. The Mealeast
government has not given the Ameri-
can governntent permission to use
Mexican railways for any Purpose
whatever, said Gen. Caudido Aguilar,
Mexican minister of foreign relations,
after a meeting of the Carransa cab'
net.
At the cabinet meeting Den. Car
range and his advisers discussed the
modifications !suggested by the Coiled
Steles In the recent proposals for an
agreement for crossing the frontier be
tween the United States and Mexico
by the armed .forces of the respective
gi vertiments. Gen. Aguilar said:
"The Mexican government has not
given the American government per-
mission to Use Melkall railways for
any purpose whit_i_eti_er."
El -Pa/IP-Francisco Ville was deli
nitely located at La 11c:quills April 7,
In • code message received here front
Torreon, Mexico. La lioquila is.. 55
southeast of Satire and about an
equal distance ow th o
The message said that the bandit
had been at Santa Rosalie two days,
and from there had turned west to let
Boquilla, ('anta lionalla is on the Mex-
ican Central railroad, 80 miles mouth
east of Chihuahua City. Some millions
of American dollars are said to have
been Invested in the Santa Rosalie
mines and smelter, but the place has
-been practically deserted since Meal-
co's present troubles began.
From Santa Rosalie a short spur of
the Central railroad runs west to Le
lioquille, about 20 mile, distant. The
latter place is the site of the famous
Galentine Hot Springs. a health remote
which rivaled the the most celebrated
spas of the continent in the days of
Porfirio Dias. Like Santa Itoeulia, it
has been deserted for the last two
years.
Gen. Luis Outierree. commander 4,1
the Carranza troops in Chihuahua, has
made a report of • tight which occurred
several days -ago between a detach-
ment cf Carranzistas and %%Instils near
Clenguillas. This is just south of Sat-
evo. Ten Villietas are said to have
been killed and two taken prisoners.
More thee IU.e0 are employed In the
unfruitful but necessary task of guard',
tug the cirmitcus trains over which
--the line of communication winds south'
ward from Columbus. The army strat-
egists say nothing could better demon.
strain the great disadvantage under
which (Ion. Pershing and his officer,
are operating.
MEET IN CHICAGO JUNE 7
Convention Officers Are Chosen-Party
Leaders Discuss Informally Pos-
sible Presidential Candidates.
Chicago.-Plans for the National Re
publican Convention, which will open
in Chicago June 7. were completed
here on April 7 at a meeting of the sub-
committee on arrangements with the
selection of Senator Harding off Ohio
for temporary chairman.
Senator Harding was chosen for the
place by a unanimous vote on the first
formal ballot, after an-hour's digres-
sion of various men suggested. Other
,convention officers chosen were:
- Temporary secretary, 1.aFayette B.
Gleason of New York; chief clerk, I).
Edward Monroe-et St. Louise (Andel
reporter, George L. Hart. of Roanoke,
Va.: sergeant-at-arrne. William F.
Stone of Baltimore; chief assistant ger
scant-at-arm.. Edwin P. Thayer of In-
dianapolis; chief doorkeeper, Jobe J.
Lawton; of Baltimore. 
The meeting attracted to the city
numerous state committee chairmen
and other party leaders, who discussed
informally possible presidential candi-
dates and issues. Recent reports that
( ol. Roosevelt had indicated a willing-
ness to accept the prissIdentiatatthatea-
tion of the party formed the bales or
several impromptu conferences. Sev-
eral state leaders said they had been
unable to. discover that the Roosevelt
statement had any marked effect on
the situation.
Many of the leaders declared that
what sentiment that had crystalized in -
their states largely was in favor of Jus-
tice Hughes. although Senator Cum-
mins, former Senator Burton, Charles
W. Fairbanks, Senator Sherman and
!her favorite sons had many support-
ers.
It was the consensus of opinion that
about 70 per cent of the delegates in
the convention would be uninstructed
British Steamer Torpedoed.
Queenstown.-The British steamer
Zent, of 3,S90 tons, has been torpedoed
without warning west of Fastnet, and
it is believed 50 persons on board have
been killed or drewned Two men are
known to have been killed by the ex-
plosion of the torpedo, and 48 mem-
bers of the crew are missing and are
thought logt. Capt. Martin of the ves-
sel, and nine men of the crew landed
safely at this port On April 7 and gave
news of the disaster,
Tank Steamer Destroyed.
New York-The tank steamship
San Cristobal, operated by the Mexi-
ean-011 Co. between Mexican and gulf
ports, was destroyed-by fire, together
with a cargo of 5,000 barrels of crude
oil, on March 77 at Puerto. Mexico,-ac-
cal-ding Ui reprvrtre. berntght here by
;he 'Clne...EteaMgnip Slintlago.
The fire :glifTh'514 :MTh iripteviLIti
and endangered the Santiago. Togs
towed her out into the stream. The
fire was said to have been caused by
an exposed light which ignited crude
oil gases.
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THAT SPECIAL MENU
PREPARATIONS FOR THE UNEX.
P:CTED GUIST&
Always an Easy Mattet ter the Cone
potent Housewife to Set a Satis-
factory M0111 Defer. Her
Casual Visitors.
Now, regarding unexpected guests
Could you not plan to have suit-
Cleat food so that your guests could
hav• the same as the family if any
dropped in at Mealtime?. Than it
would not make so much extra work.
I imagine it Is because you are a good
cook that people drop in, but if they
really come to see you, they will not
want you to make any extra trouble
for them, and If they come just for the
good food you serve I should not en-
courage the habit. I have very few
unexpected guests, but when they
come they must take "pot luck." It
Is well to have canned goods In the
house for such emergencies: such as
salmon, shrimp, tuna nib, fliti flakes,
meats, chicken, vegetables and  rel-
ishes and preserves. Cake or cook-
tes and canned peaches or pears are
an easy dessert, and if you have
sponge or any light cake, lay the
peaches on a slice In the serving
dishes and cover all with whipped
cream. Salmon in butter gravy, canned
peas, hashed potato with red pepper
and apple pie pudding is an easy din-
ner, or creamed fish flakes, mashed po-
tato, canned beets, steamed cup cakes
with hot lemon or brandy sauce.
Another is delicate ham, canned
string beans, baked potato, German
tapioca pudding, or ham and eggs,
mashed potato, canned corn, hot choc-
olate. cornstarch pudding with cream.
As you live in the country, perhaps it
is not always convenient to have fresh
meat on hand, but you could buy half
a ham and hang it in a cool place, and
slice as needed, then boil the piece left
when the best is sliced off. For sup-
pers, have escalloped tuna fish, shrimp
wiggle, creamed chipped beef or
cheese cream on toast, egg cream
tenet, goldenrod toast, cheese and po-
tato puff. Any of these with bread or
hot biscuit, canned sauce, cake, cook-
ies and tea would be good suppers.
Bajta mar_ one-egg .cake in cupcake
Una. one tablespoonful to a tin, and
keep on hand for desserts. Place them
In covered tin in the oven, just long
enough to warm through', and servo
with egg or liquid sauce.
About breakfasts I do not think I
have any new ideas, as I am obliged
to have breakfast early every day,
Sunday included, so get something
easy. I always have cereal, usually
rolled oats, then eggs, boiled, scram-
bled, fried with bacon, poached, scram-
bled with chopped ham, minced beef
or lamb on toast, hash, fish, warmed-
over soup, and with dry toast or
warmed-over muffins or brown bread
and doughnuts or cookies or drop-
cakes and coffee, we are satisfied.
Once a week I have griddle cakes
with sirup, but it takes longer to cook
them than anything else I serve.-
Boston Globe
To Wash Willow Furniture.
To clean willow furniture, provide
yourself with a coarse brush dipped
in strong salt and water, scrub each
piece well, then dry with a soft brush.
Salt cleans willow and also keeps it
from turning yellow. If it is desired
to keep the natural light color of the
willow, apply a coat of linseed oil.
By this treatment the willow strands
of which the piece is woven will lose
their dry brittleness aid become soft-
er and more pliable, bending under a
blow instead of breaking. This treat-
ment has another good effect besides
making the chair last longer-it makes
it less noisy. A coat of oil allows (ho
strands to slip more smoothly and eas-
ily. and therefore more quietly upor
each other.
Brawn.
Do you ever make. hraten?" I buy
a meaty shank, four or five pounds,
boil until quite a-ell done, remove from
liquid, put lean meat through meat
chopper, add salt, pepper and sage tc
taste, moisten with beef liquor. Press . Knew
-down hard in dish. Have dish small
enough so- it will be filled about-full.
Place a plate titer it, weighed down "1 know one dish I can prepare
with an iron. Let it stand overnight breakfast as well as any cook
In a cool place. Slice when cold. Very earth,' said my husband one morning
nice and economical. This with a when the cook was ill and he had vol.
nice vegetable or tomato sourr made unteered to help get breakfast. He
of remainder of liquor makes a nict appeared with his dish and I discov-
dinner.-Boston Globe. ered it aas Grape-Nuts which, of
course, was easy to prepare for it was
perfectly cooked at the factory, but it
neatly was a gooll illustration et the ceinven-
trimmed slices of stale bread with herb
flavored and well seasoned milk en-
riched if desired with a beaten egg.
Fry either as they are or else dipped
In batter, or, again, brushed over with
white of egg and rolled in flour, to a
bright golden brown in hot dripping
or bacon fat, and serve in a pyramid.
bordered with fried onions, or en roe-
ronge round a central mound of green
Or other vegetables.
SALTS IF BACKACHY OR
KIDNEYS TROUBLE YOU
lit Lees Meat If Velar Kidneys Aren't
Acting Right or If Rack Hurts or
Bladder Bothers You.
When you "Skil igp with backache
and dull misery In the kidney region
it generally means you have been eat-
ing too much meat, says a well-known
authority. Meat forms uric acid which
overworks the kidneys in their effort
to filter it from the blood and they be-
come sort of paralysed and leggy.
When your kidneys get sluggish and
clog you Must relieve them Hits you
relieve your bowels; removing all the
betty's Indecent waste.- else you have
backache, sick headache, Mazy spells;
your stomach sours, tongue Is coated,
and when the weather is bad you have
rheumatic twinges. The urine is
cloudy, full of sediment, channels oft-
en get sore, water scalds and you are
°Witted to seek relief two or three
times during the night.
Either consult a good, reliable physi•
clan at Once or get from your pharma-
cist about four ounces of Jad Salts;
take a tablespoonful in • glass of
water before breakfast for a few day'
and your kidneys will then sotAlnik.
This famous salts is made from the
acid of grapes and lemon juice, com-
bined with Mills, and has been used
for generations to clean and stimulate
sluggish kidneys, also to neutralize
acids in the urine so it no longer irri-
tates, thus ending bladder weakness.
Jad Salts is a-lite saver for regular
meat eaters. It Is inexpensive, Cannot
injure and =bee I delightful, effer-
vescent lithia-water drink.-Adv.
From Different Viewpoint.
"I'm so sorry you don't like my new
gown," said Mrs. Growell. "Everybody
else says it in perfectly lovely."
"Oh, its easy for others to pay com-
pliments," replied Growell, "but I have
to pay the bills."
TENDER SKINNED BABIES
With Rashes and Irritations Find
Comfort In Cuticura. Trial free.
Baby's tender akin requires mild,
soothing properties such as are found
in the Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
Cuticura Soap is so sweet, pure and
oleo:ming and Cuticura Ointment so
soothing and healing, especially when
baby's skin Is irritated and really.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L.
Boston. Bold everywhere.-Adr.
Fine Resin From Desert Cactus. -
A hIgh•grado resin, golden yellow
and firm, and in solubility resembling
Dammar resin, has been extracted
from samples of dried desert cactus
sent to the University of Washington
chemistry department from the South-
west.
It was there that the discovery of
how to extract resin from wood by
using ammonia as a solvent was dis-
covered. Ammonia, however, would
not dissolve the resin in cactus, so
Prof. H. K. Benson started a search
for &nether solvent and found that
denatured alcohcl was the best.
The yield is about 20 per cent, and
the cost will be less than that of ex-
tracting It from wood, air --nearly -al
the alcohol can be recovered._
Anachronism.
'f-the rrominent business
risen of AerIca have some connec-
tion with the church; many of them
are conspicuous leaders of Christian
enterprise. Industrially they are Doc-
tor Jekyll; ecclesiastically' they are
Mr. Hyde. What use is there in gloss-
ing the matter? They are iiroud cf
being Just and fair where it is an
economic necessity; they aro brutally
callous where it is a religious grace.
The employer who dare not rip a
faithful but gray-haired mechanic from
his lathe and threw him upon the
mercy of the coinratmity will tear a
faithful but gray haired preacher from
his pulpit ac -.1 sir m, him upon the lean
cold boeorn of charity.--Jesept. ii
Odell in Atlantic.
HANDY HUSBAND
How to Get Part of the Break-
fast.
Savory Bread.
Slightly moisten some
Cheese Omelet. —
Dessertspoonful grated cheese, one
egg, little pepper ana salt, one-quarter
ounce butter, put butter in fnIng pan,
beat the egg, add pepper, salt and
cheese. Put in the pan and stir round.
Cook to a light brown, not solid
through, and you have a fine cheese
omelet, • - -
• -- •
Oysters.
A layer of hot sauerkraut on a imt
plate, sc-veral fried oysters next and
on to three slices of crisply fried ba.
COM
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on
ience of having Grape-Nuts about.
"We took up Grape-Nuts immedi-
ately after returning from a five years'
sojourn in a hot country. Our stom-
achs were in bad condition and we
were in poor health generally.
"In a day or two we liked Grape-
Nuts better than any other kind of
food on the table. We both gained
steadily la health and strength, and
this was caused by Grape-Nuts and
Postum.
"A friend of ours hed a similar ex-
perience She was seriously ill with
indigestion and could find nothing to
eat that would not give her heartburn
and palpitation, especially at night.
"She found that a small dish of
Grape-Nuts with cream made her a
satisfactory supper .and gave-her a
eornfertebte nMitt nett fel' t hart
Alab. . Faelleit airers)...grAunds ta
-weighi. • - -4 - -AXIL
"There's a Reason." Names given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
F:ter rend the ',thole letter, A new
no. opipenthe from tin,. to time. Theyerr grouting., erne. Pei fail Ill 111111.1111111
bele:est.
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SEX ANTAGONISM
By KIN HUBSARD.
b'elext t' a Persian Nut Sundae Thor Hain't Nothin' That Appeals
Blooded Men Than a Militant Woman."
With th' passin' o' th' ole fashioned
biome with its homily circle, women an'
girls have become a most important
factor in our professional an' business
life. As th' marlin' ability o' th' mod-
ern father '11 no longer sustain a home
tilled with full blown daughters, an'
as th' supply o' desirable male pros-
pects is ten below th' demand, th' girls
have been ruthlessly thrown on ther
own resources. T'day woman is •
formidable proposition in practically
ever' profession but hod carryin' an'
structural iron work From danglin'
'n pink fleshin's from th' dizzy heights
o 'th' circus tent t' runnin' a livery
stable she is a success. T'day it is
conceded on ever' hand that woman
excels at ever' thing she tackles but
selectin' her husband's hose on' car-
ryin' a mattress. In th' great depart-
ment stores, on th' stage, in th' dice
shakin' cigar stands, on th' newspa-
pers, at th' loom, witn th' circus, in
th' practice o' law, dentistry an' medi-
cine, on th' platform, with th' needle,
on th' stock exchange, In th' hammock
an' on th' verandy woman excels. She
plugs along without chewin' an' smok-
• ing' or sneskin' out t' ta.ke a drink.
Bright an' early Monday she's on tb'
lob with bright eyes an' a clear mem-
ory. Look at th' women o' Europe!
lyltk tb _Arsildes an' farms an' fac-
tories stripped of men they are pickin'
th' hop an' cuttin' lb' oats an' nursin'
th' walknded an' carin' for th' thou-
•,
Less t' a Red
sands o' fatherless children.
There no disetn.it on woman an'
most o' us would like t' see her vote.
But with our changed home life an'
self eustainin' daughters Bier has de-
veloped among women an' overween•
In' sense o' superiority o'er man that
Is bein' nourished an' boosted by a de-
tachment o' stout, florid, unhappily
mated an' over zealous man haters.
No sensible person denies that wqman
should have th' right t' vote an' try
t' regulate th' conditions under which
she works, or t' have some voice in th'
course of a sewer or th' tariff on pearl
buttons, but she'll never glt that right
as long as th' robust agitators who
have failed at th' marriage altar in-
ject sex antagonism in th' suffrage
question I would like t' see th' woman
who started th' movement t' have th'
word "obey" stricken from th' mar-
riage contract. Th' effort t' create th'
Impression among women an' girls that
love is short lived sentimental twid-
dle, that marriage is • cold blooded
business proposition an' that-all men
are ter th' double standard o' morality
regardless o' ther views on th' cur-
rency question will o' course fall. Any
movement, either scattered or organ-
ised, t' put Dan Cupid out o' business
is doomed t' ignominious defeat at tie,
polls or in th' parlor.
Next t' k-Ttifslan' ndfgudae The'
hatnt nothin' that appeale less t' a red-
blooded man than a militant woman.
Th' Ole Silver Cornet Band
If one is fortunate enough t' catch
Prof. Clem Harner when he's in one
o' his semi-annual good humors an'
proceeds with caution, a charmin'
half hour's entertainment Is assured
him. Since th' ravages o' time have
disqualified th' professor for further
activity in th' musical affairs o' th'
town, he has grown sullen an' morose,
only breakin' th' silence at rare Inter-
vals t' belittle some notable achieve-
Scent o' progress.
"What has become o' th' ole time
sliver cornet band, th 'ole time Oom
ta La 'Idarchin' Thro' Georgy' baud
that used t' play on UV slightest provo-
cation?' I asked tit' gnarled an' griz-
zled veteran many a hard fought
band contest as he monopolized th'
only chair in front o' th' pust office.
"Well, sir," said he, eyetn' me cloee-
ly. "th' oh time musicians who used
t' play Jest t' hear 'emselves have
been dispersed t' make room fee th'
modern blatant unionized an' com-
▪ mercialized wind jammers who only
et' •
so.i.
40, Zwr
•
earn,
'
meat. From th' front left hand corner
o' a gold an' green combination band-
wagon an' hyena rage I had a fine
location from which t' gather my im-
pressions o' America. But circus life
has Its drawbacks like eireething else
but loadn'. Th' hours wuz long, th'
aleepin' quarters cramped, breakfast
allus five hours late an' bathin' a lost
art."
"After you took up th' cornet what
wuz your favorite solo?" I made bold
t' ask th' aged virtuoso, profferin' a
second se-gar as a guarantee o' good
faith.
"Th' Levey Polka, a triple tongue
solo that wus very poplar durin' th'
ole Dupres and Benedick era, but rare-
ly attempted t'day by even (5' 'nest
clarin' an' reckless carnetists." Havtn'
received enough se-gars th' wrinkled
leader continued without further urg-
1W. "Janata' • band erns th' bight o'
ever' lad's -ambition in th' ole dayi.
It wuz th' turnin' point in his life.
Belongin' t' th' band taut th' steppin'
"Joinirs' a Band Wuz th' Hight o' Ever' Lad's Ambition in th' Ole Days. It
Wits tW Turelre Point in His Life. 13eloneln' t' th' Band Wuz th' Steppin'
Stone r Purtiest Girl in Town."
show 'ernselves on a guarantee. In
kh' old days a brass band wuz a so-
cial organization. T'day It's a cold
blooded business proposition. Twenty
her rests, are a thing o' th' past an'
ever' sour note is protected by th'
union. Th' ole 38-pound red felt uni-
form. with helmet an' plume, too, has
passed away ferever."
-You've had many years' experi-
ence as a band player, have you not"
I ventured, at th' same time placin'
a pale grocery se-gar In th' tremblIn'
hand o' th' ole bandmaster.
"Forty-three years th' last time
Bryan showed here. It wuz a sour
note that put me in th' business. I'd
been thrown in daily contact with a
yeller clarinet when a child an' at th'
age o' fourteen, after I had It about
two-thirds mastered, I run away with
a circus as a canvas hand. One night
duria' a performance while th' band
wuz playin"In th' Sweet Bye an' Bye'
th' cicrinetist dropped a sour note
closely resemblin' terrtfyin' cry o'
a panther an' th,' audience stampeded
an' nine people wuz killed. Th' clari-
net player wuz discharged an' I took
his place. I traveled many year, with
circuses w4th yarytn' success. Once
I :walked !terme trum Tombstone Art-
boy, viol/eft Gina! vr,c- nolsoned
on canned corn at Hurley, 'Wisconsin,
au' carried t' th' nearest white settle-
stone t' th' purttest girl in town.
Epaulets an' a plume were great beau
catchers an' when they were backed
up by th soft mellow notes o' • slip
horn or a second alto they wus well
nigh irresistible. But th' hardest thing
about belongin' t' a band in the ole
days sinfi loaftn' around wattin' to be
called out."
(Protected by Adams NearsPaPer Service.)
Siamese Port Handicapped.
In southern Slam, Bangkok, the cap-
ital, Is the principal port, and had at
the last enumeration a population of
640,679, of which a large proportion is
Chinese. The city of Bangkok is sit-
uated on both sides of the River Me-
nem Chao Phya, about twenty-five
miles upstream from the bar at its
mouth. This bar forms a great ob-
stacle to shipping, allowing only ves-
sels to cross at high tide drawing from
12 feet 6 inches to 14 feet 6 inches,
according to the season of the year.
Vessels of greater depth, however, find
a safe anchorage at Kohsichang.._an
island about twenty-five miles GINS
the mouth of the river.
Naturally Not .
The man who raises the price of
eek -7
people' of this country are saying at
their flrosides. Atlanta Constitution
•
4941"6"01,01(0111*
Til 11111711241T LADQEL KUZJIAT,
IS NOT CONVINCING
Country Will Not Approve of
Root's Program.
OrNielern of President Wilson's Attl.
tude Cho trig the Tremendous Up-
heaval in Europe Must BO
Said to Lack Sincerity.
From the lofty vantage ground of
hindsight, Mr. Root declares that Pres.
Went Wilson has made mistake' tb
dealing with foreign complications.
That Is extremely probable-Lisa Jour-
nal pointed out one such mistake and
the way to retrieve It only a few days
ago.
This war has surprised everyone and
upset all calculations. ileftnany, which
had the advantage of the initiative,
made three tremendous error at the
very start: She thought that Bel-
glum would not resist`, that England
would not come into the war, that
France couki not stem the torrent
poured upon her. England has made
so many blunders that It is useless to
enumerate thetti Russia has tripped
again and again; even France, though
sanest and most clear sighted of all
the combatants, has erred many times
in the simple business of fighting-
Why, then, should we expect to be
flawless in the much more complicated
task of maintaining neutral rights
without ceasing to be neutral?
Mr. Root's program of "what should
have been done" makes it clear that
If he had guided the destinies of the
nation, we should have been at war
with Germany long ago. He would
have protested against the violation
of Belgium, but without going to war
on that point. Such a course would
have been equivalent to serving no-
tice on Germany that we hated.her but
would-not fight her-a fine way, truly,
of persuading her to respect our
wishes. He would have backed the
Lusltania protests with "action." The
only possible action is the use of
force, and force means war.
Mr. Root would be more candid-
and more convincing-if he omitted
entirely his lip service to peace, 4nd
declared boldly that this nation ought
now to be at war with Germany an!
Austrla.-Chicago Journal.
—Germany's Protective 'System.
The American Protective Tarid
league, through the American Econo-
mist's Wairhington correspondent.
cleverly turns the tables on the Taylft
Commission league, which has just le
sued a pamphlet asserting that the
strongest argument In its campaign
for a permanent nonpartisan tariff
commission Is the fact that Germnny
has a permanent nonpartisan tariff
commission which brought that C0.1n.
try to the high standard of efficiency
in competitive ability which it en-
joyed at the outbreak of the war. The
Tariff league shows that Germany's
tariff was made not by a nonpartisan
tariff commission but by a body which
was composed almost entirely of pro-
tectionists. in which manufacturers
and land owners were in a large ma-
jority. Germany wanted an adequate-
ly protective tariff and she got it at
the hands of this protective commis-
sion. "She has that tariff_ yet," says
the American Economist. "and will
shove it up higher after this big war
is over."
It is becoming clearer each day that
the tariff commission idea cannot pos-
sibly prevail. President Wilson has
declared against it on the one hand,
and he is supposed to very fairly rep-
resent the Democratic party, and the
Tariff league is opposed to it on the
other han& and it voices the views of
a large majority of those who will sit
representing the Republican party ir
this congress, as in the next.
President Has Done Well.
In the presence of the greatest of
all wars, which appeals ttrongly to di-
vided American sentiments, and which
strikes deeply at American interests
at a thousand points, the president has
preserved the honor of the nation, has
in its behalf performed his duty to
mankind of insisting upon the pres-
ervation of th-r sanctions and re
strainta of international law, and has
so far achieved important diplomatic
victories without the threat of force,
but in a manner that leaves neither
America nor Europe in doubt that he
would use force if diplomacy should
fall.
At the opening of a presidential
campaign the Republicans will, of
course, loudly deny all these things,
bet they are true, and in ten years no
one will dispute them.-Philadelphls
Record.
Does Not Seem Like Ruin.
Is it as an expression of confidence
in the ruln of the industry to follow
the war under free wool and a low
tariff on woolens that the American
woolen trust begins to pay dividends
for the first time on its common stock'
Forecast by fillies.
On the eve of the meeting of the
Republican national convention Chair-
man Charles D. Hilles gave out a
statement in which he predicted a
Republican victory. As k forecaster,
the HOrierable Charles without a
peer, and if prognosticating were the
sum toter of the national chairman's
duties, he -would be the ideal man tor
the lot. VefortImately, tolivever. the
retroepectiee is nrit Sb 'pleetaant... is
'Art, ''itirrertin • • ranatifAhAr.."•''"
death Utah and Vermont, can testify.
-
GOVERNOR NAMES
NEW COMMISSIONS
TAO BOARD IS APPOINTED TO
DRAFT NEW LAW AUTHORIZED
BY GENERAL ASSEMBLY,
TO TEST COMPENSATION LAW
. -
Caldwell, Chairman, Gets Twe•Y•er
Term, Nkt•P Three Years, and
themes Four Years.
'Special Frankfort Correspondence )
Frankfort. -The tax cotiouisiikm. au-
thorized by the last general assembly
to prepare • bill revising the revenue
and taxation laws, has been appointed
by Gov. Stanley. The commission is
composed of Senator Hite Hunker.
of Louisville; Senator S. It. Glenn, of
Eddyville, Dernoerats, and Senator 11.
M. Brock, of Harlan, Republican, and
Representathsts T. T. Gardner, of
Carlisle county: George I,. Pickett, of
Shelbyville, and R. 11. Hutchcraft, Jr.,
of Parte, Democrats, and A. J Oliver.
of Scottsville, Republican. The e'oni-
mission, according to the resolution,
Is to report next October
The workmen's compensation
board was also appointed by Goy.
Stanley, and Immediately organized
and prepared for a Stilt to test the
oonstitulonality of the act. The mem-
-bora - are. -Robert- - Caldwell, chair-
man. two years; S. W. Hager, Owens-
boro, three years; Richard .. P Thom-
as. Bowling Green, four years. Alm
Gilmour, of Louisville, was elected sec-
retary. Mr. Thomas will represent the
First district and have headquarters
at Bowling Green; S. W. Hager will
represent the Beeosid district and have
headquarters at Louisville; Chairman
Caldwell will.represent the Third dis-
trict, and hare headquarters at Lex-
ington. They will be in their respec-
tive headquarters every Monday and
will meet in Frankfort the first and
third Tuesdays of each month. Until,
August, when the compensation law
becomes operative, the board will he
engaged In preparing rules and the
manner of hearing industrial injury
damage cases.
Stanley Stamps Approval.
Gov. Stanley has approved the fol-
lowing' paroles issued by the Prison
Board:
Jesse Baker, housebreaking. Charlie
Frame, detaining a woman. Lawrenek
Davis. manslaughter. Jessamine county:
(I. S. Caldwell. forgery. Graves county.
S. V. Estes, robbery, S. R. Conroy. store-
breaking. Union county': Lee Griffin,
arson. Henderson county; Calvin Neely.
ear breaker, Christian county: Ed Whit-
lock, manslaughter. Ellis I.evore, grand
larceny, John Henry Devore, grand lar-
ceny. Metcalfe county; Edward Ennis,
robbery. Jasper Parker, housebreaking
and life for previous conviction. Harry
Potts. robbery, Kenton county; Dan Holt,
rubbery, Union county; Bill Johnson;
housebreeking. Ed Goten, housebreaking.
Will Rainey. housebreaking. Cumberland
county: Edward Jones, robbery, Frank
Wagner, warehouse breaking.
James Cowan, malicious cutting,
Charles Garrein, warehouse breaking.
William Howell, grand larren), Sam Long,
grand larceny. Charlet' Maddox, ware-
house breaking. Ed Mengel, grand larceny.
Dennis Powers, warehouse breaking.
George shanks, grand larceny, Will Ste-
venson. chicken stealing, Arthur J.
Waters,_ store breaking. Louis White,
gralfd—Ifteceny. Yeltistlithr rounty:
Laferty, manslaughten, Arthur Martin.
manslaughter. Floyd 'County; Henry Scott.
robbery, Barren county; John Slade, de-
taining a woman, Harrison county: John
Smith. housebreaking. Pulaski county:
Harry Spivey. manslaughter, Garrard
county•, heater Strong. manslaughter,
Berry Flint-hum. murder. Lee county.
Charles Barkiey, manslaughter,' Butler
county; Eugene Jones. manslaughter. An-
derson county: Ed Elliott. murder (life).
Luke Hopper, murder (life). Clyde Duna-
way, store breaking. J. C. Stewart, false
pretenses. W. M. Young. murder (life),
Bell county: Nat Kilbourne. shoottng with
interir -twettt. Perry county: Ray Pee1344-0.
Store breaking. C,reenup county; James B.
Clevenger. housebreaking. Johnson Reed.
rape, Pike county: Arch Johnson, appro-
priating property of common carrier. John
Edelen. housebreaking. Marion county:
Jenne Franks, grand larceny. Pendleton
county: John Fry. malicious shooting and
life for previous conviction. Bud Hamil-
ton. stealing from common carrier. Boyle
county: Brutus Price. manslaughter,
Nicholas county: Charlie Stoneetreet. ma-
licious cutting. Fayette county: Lee Tyler.
malicious shooting. Mercer county; Willis
Dunlap. chicken stealing. C. B. Johnson.
grand larceny. McCracken county. Walter
Goode. menet:slighter, Mason county.
Iiral Asseelatiens Lees.
Mutual burial sasoclatiuns, of which
there are about • dusen in Kentockr,
lost the first round in their fight with
the state insurance department in the
Franklin eireult court, when Judge
Stout sustalued a demurrer flied by
Assistant Attorney General-Charles H.
Morris to the petitions of the Newport
and CovIngtou Burial associations SSG
the Kenton. and Campbell Cousity Bu-
rial associations, seeking an injunction
to restrain former Commissioner Matt
C. Clay from cancelling their licenses.
The department insisted that burial
associations must operate under the
co-operative assessment insurance law
An& have on deposit with be state
$10,000 in securities before doing bust.
ness. The associations probably will
appeal Troia CIRO !non-
Impeachment Trial to Begin.
The senate will begin next week a
hearing of the impeachment charge's
ageing' County Judge Joe E. WIi1ias,
of Mi-Creary county, who was
peached by the house on February 26
following charges made against him.
The impeachment charges allege that
Judge Williams was guilty of mistene
duct In office, including the illegal Im-
prisonment of Capt. John Geary, of
Lexington and Mecreary county,. fa-
voritism toward attorneys and drunk-
enness in °MCC
--
Want More Trains Stopped.
Citizens of Bagdad appeared before,
the Railroad Commission and will lie
a petition asking that the Chesapeake
& Ohio railroad be required to stop
a train at Bagdad. Under its contract
with the Louisville & Nashville for
the usW Of the road the Chesapeake &
Ohio stops trains only at Frankfort-
and Shelbyville between Lexington
and Louisville. liagdad citizens have
no Louisville & Nashville train to
Shelbyville, the county seat, in the
morning.
Maus Returns From Lecture Tot*,
Col. L. M. Maus, of the Kentucky
tuberculosis commission, is back from
a week's stay in Western Kentucky.
where he had delivered a number of
addresses In the interest of the organi-
zation of health and welfare leagues
and tuberculosis isanatoria districts.
He spoke in the churches and .schools
in the majority of the places he visited
and found a great interest manifested
in his work, particularly in the con-
struction of sanatoria for tuberculosis
Two Before Commission.
Jeff Wise, of Switzer, this county.
charged in a federal warrant with
sending an obscene letter through the
mall, was presented before Commis-
sioner Wiard by Deputy Marshal Os-
car Vest and held over to the next
term of federal court. Winford
Wright, a distillery employe, charged
with bootlegging, waived examination
before Commissioner Wiard and plead.
ed not guilty.
Greene Submits Figures.
State Auditor Green announced the
following amounts on hand in the vari-
ous funds of the state government:
General expense fund $976,090.77:
school fund, $66,861.22; sinking fund,
$38,831.69; State University one-half
cent fund, $2,829.40; balance in treas-
ury, $1,084,613.09. The outstanding
warrants against the state total $3,-
462,349:04.
Youtsey Parole Refused.
Parole has been refused to Henry
Youtsey, serving a life sentence for
participation in the conspiracy to kill
William Geotel, for which crime Con-
gressman Caleb Powers and James
Howard were convicted and pardoned
by former Governor Willson. Chair
man Daniel E. Sullivan, of the state
board of prison commissioners, moved
that a parole be granted Youtsey and
voted for it. Commissioners M. F.
Conley and F. Thomas Hatcher voted
against it. Chairman O'Sullivan dur-
ing the session of the board presented
a letter from the late Judge James
Cantrill. who presided at the trial of
Youtsey at Georgetown, recommend-
ing that if anyone of those accused
was pardoned it should be Youtsey.
The letter was written in I904 and
Chairman O'Sullivan found it among
the records in Youtsey's application
for pardon.
Prisoner-Nurse Paroled.
Among the 61 prisoners paroled by
the State Board of Prison Commission-
ers is Berry Flinchurn. of Lee county.
sent up ten years ago to serve a life
sentence for murder. He has devoted
himspif to the csre of hopeless tuber-
culosis patients in the reformatory,
waiting on them as tenderly as a wom-
en. ad watching by them in their last
houre He lista .,711rtUelli risked his
own lite in carins tor,....there sold, his
nsettG1-11140'Vone,tntPt itIttott'As
Test Suit Filed.
In the state fiscal court a suit wag
filed by W. H. Townsend, of Lexing-
ton, to test the recent act of the legis-
lature providing for the refunding of
interest bearing warrants, An- early
decision will be rendered and the case
will be taken immediately to the ap-
pellate court for final determination.
Will Appoint insurance Board.
Gov. Stanley has yet to appoint
three members of the board of fifteen
which will administer the mutual in-
surance fund of those employers who
desire to take advantage of the state
insurance. The other twelve are elect-
ed by the employers interested in the
fund.
Dr. H. S. Keller Resigns.
Dr. H. S. Keller, of Frankfort, re
signed from .the State Tuberculosis
Commission. Dr Keller has been a
member since the board was created
In 1912, and he said he can no longer
devote the time to the duties of the
commission he feels that a member
should
Light Contract Let.
The contract for furnishing Inca&
descent lamps for the capitol and
mansion was let by the State Capital
Commission to the Johnson Electric
Light Co.. of Cincinnati. Other state
institutions may take advantage of
the contrect if they desire.
Bath County Wants Convicts.
Bath county is the second to ask
for convict labor under the state-aid
law on its public reads. The county
judge asked Road CommisliTridar
C. Terrell to assign a dozen to that
county. Madison county previously
had asked for them.
Girls Want Poultry' Club.
That girls are becoming interested
in farm life in Franklin county was
shown when the young women of the
Choate•ille neighborhood urged Coun-
ty Farm Agent Felts to organize a
poultry club in connection with the
Corn and Pig clubs of Franklin county.
The Pig and Corn clubg enroll only
farmer boys and the girls wished to
hive 'a club of their ,own. County
Agent Felts spoke at the Forks of Elk-
•antn 4••.! tinAr4)). ..toLteiteolts,0014
di tions the former school he teebitt the name!
It can be restored. - f '6 boys who wished to Iola.
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GIRL COULD a
NOT WORK
How Sim Was Relieved frost
Pain by Lydia E. Pinkhanes
Vegetable Compound. k
Taunton, Kass. -" I had pains in both
Md.. and wiles my periods came I had
to stay at home
from work sod suf-
fer a long tints.
Ons day a won's"
came to our house
and ask•d m7
mother why I was
suffering. Mother
told her that I suf-
fered every month
and she said, ' Wby
don't you buy a
, bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkhans's Vegetable Compound'' My
mother bought it and the next month I
was so well that I worked all the month
without staying at homes day. I em
In good health now and have told lots of
girls about it "-bliss CLattlett WAIN,
Lb Russell Street, Taunton, Mass
Thousands of girls suffer in Orrice
every month rather than consult a phy-
sician. If girls who are troubled with
painful or irregular periods, backache,
headache, dragging-down sensations,
fainting spells or indigestion would take
Lydia R. Pinkbaca's Vegetable Com-
pound, • safe and pure remedy made
from roots and herbs, much suffering
might be avoided.
Write to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
CO., Lynn, Mass. (coofidential) for free
advice which will prove belpfuL
Every man thinks he could Invent
a lot of things that. would startle the
world if he didn't have to waste hit
time in trying to earn a living.
A MINT TO WISE WOMEN.
Don't suffer torture when all female
troubles will vanish in thin air after using
"Fesneataa," Price sac and Sias:N.-Ade.
Faith will move mountains today U
backed up by hard work.
TO imp CUM - and healthy take Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. They regulate
liver, bowels and stomeeki.-Adv.
Women with the most cheek do the
least blushing.
It Never Came Back
Backache Sufferer' Thousands will
till you what wonderful relief they
have had from Doan's Kidney Pills.
Not only relief, but lasting cures. If
you are lame in the morning, have
headache, dizzy spells and irregular
kidney action, don't wait. Use Doan's
Kidney Pills, the best recommended
special kidney remedy.
A Mississippi Cass
"leery Mrs. Jesse F Ellis.
e06 Fourth St.. Clarks-
dale, Miss., s a y s:
"Heavy lifting brought
on my kidney trouble
and the pains in the
small of my back got
so bad that I had to
go to bed. I was laid
up for a month and
became :eats, nervous
and run down. I tried
different remedies and
doctored, but Doan's
Kidney Pills brought
rn• the first relief.
They soon had me up
and around and, best
of all, the cure has
been permanent."
Dese's as Aar Sem eos • Bee
D 0 A N'S
CO., BUFFALO. N.-V.
•
How to get rid
of eczema with
Resinol Ointment, with Resinol
Soap, usually Stops itching reskzetily.
It quickly and easily heals distress-
ing cases of eczema, rash or other
tormenting skin or scalp eruption.
and clears away pimples, redness.,
roughness and dandruff, even when
other treatments have been useless.
Physicians bevy betrothed the Rainnol now.
runt for over 20 years. tor most to alabia.
trouble& sad for irritations, wound% aisfilings,
or_ levet7 illeartist sells Retool Oieseet
and Animal Ikea
TIT TIM OLD "ELIAS=
INTERSMITIFit
CHI LL TON IC
For MALARIA CHIF41/TIMILA"h
A rixE GragsaLsvaseamEmen TORse
utt's Pills
stimuli** no tenni lotto =we el'•
MIAOW woe . A rem.
My tor sect liesellsellS. Vseeteeied as se
ANTI-BILIOUS MEDICINE.
Ellseeette Pelee, Us.
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I Boys' Oxfords in either
r- black or tan, in button•
Bill Humphreys is going into
Ten-the music business, having pur-
chased a new organ. If you like * ilk Slippers in white and
.seine verses found neatly penned music you should go around and black is complete.
sa blue paper in the pages of a hearaill-perform.-High Ball.
-took returned to the Carnegie we Get it. 
library, at Huntingdon, W. Va.--;
• recently. We heard of a hog medicine
THE MURRAY LEDGER
_
0. J. JENNINGS, Enrrofl.
ilbagiesad at the poetotticia at Murray. Kentucky. for transmission through
. Ins ixmlie as seuoud elaas matter.
USSbAt. amt. hi tots
w•itt+stolv+w+vt+eesetsw+vow+ei•W• I •
Harris Crave Happosimas.ONO NEWS .
Stripping and- &liming to. w
`Vinod news travels fast." and bacixtis the order.: timo
many ha-cfhaek sufferers in Quite-It-number are taimplain-
XIM a II ing about-the bugs-deetreyi wt-have_xecemr_4.___
-.she may be fout4.- Many a can s in is 
me, weak and aching back is ;
Aid 
see-
no more, thanks to Doan's , 
tion of the county.
Jdney Pills. Here is an exam- 
Wesley Phillips and wife visit-
e Worth reading: 
i;f !
ed her brother, Lewis Nanny, of
s., 
W. R Broach, ex-county 
,near Backusburg, one day the
sor, Murray, Ky.. 
says: ../ past week. He has been very j
'leave had attacks of kidney trou- ill ft': some t i me otr dropsy.
lsis occasionally and have always ': Toy Paschal, of near Cross- It;
land, is very of something .'taken Doan's Kidney Pills. They
Awe never ,foiled to lieu me. • like spotted fever. - 
—also hig assortment
Others have also told me what Noah Nadia,' left here las;  Of Boys' Knee. Pants.. A
great wood they have had from Saturday for Fulton to have a 1 beautiful lot to select
-et:8 medicine." growth removed from the ball of I' from from
nice 50c, at all dealers. Don't his left eye. • •
simply ask for a kiduey remedy t Jesse Paschal and family visit. 50c to 12-50
--wet Doan's Kidney Pills-the' ed Eddie Phillips last Sunday. •
•seime that Mr. Broach had. Fos- Born, to Lee Humphreys and Our stock of Men's. and
ter-Milburn Oa., Props., Buffalo, '   a dimpled baby girl une_
- • •
Gives up His ijisi
Clever, if indeed vitrolic; are
!he devil sat by the lake of fire
On a pile of sulpher kegs,
Mitt head was bowed upon his
breast.
His tail between his legs.
day the past week.
BUILDING- who are not going to
buy a suit for:Spring,
but are going to "gct ,CONTINUANCE OF GOOD ROADS.
by" with an Odd ihreng Movement Throughout -COMO,
-- try Jar
Memorial Lincoln Highway.
No elate In the nation is richer in
ed a nice line in all the
Latest Fabrics and Col-
ors, besides a large show
ing of Blue Serges with
prices ranging. from
$2.00 to $6.00
4
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a
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i CALL AND a+•. SEE THEM a'
te t '
that had a record of 95 per cent •se 
.:::
'cures in cholera. We hardly hop- +et , .
ed it was true, but found it was •
;i,so and that the makers guaran- t• e
teed it on a 9') per cent basis. Graham/ l'ilille
FOR MEN
ONLY
k
*-,, ,
eyes, 1 icine for yoq and sell on a flat • a. _ _ . . .
Ae'd sent his resignation money-back basis. Best of all, --•,...:...........,...;.4;.:+1.iss:+;.;+;a*:.:.:
--gra the throne up in the skies. it is plaiii-irvidiaffe.-C-iiiis-- -but' a - --------- • _,
I'm down and out,-" fraction of the bulky stock foods. Salem NciAborhdhil News. 1
• He said it with a sob; Let us explaia What this Means
_there are others that outclass me to you. • Bai colds and the grip are
.A‘nd I want to quit my job. 'e ton Bros. are distributors very rumerous.
for Murray and vicinits. - ---- - i mi.. H •   "
,
r ;.
So we went atter the agency . A.
"A look of shame was on his face, and  l_gqt it. We now_have It..A.,..;•;. is
The sparks dropped-from-his Thomas' Stock and Poultry Med. •
. isn't in it with the land
rhat lies beyond the Rhine:
• Vol a has-been and a piker.
And. therefore. I- resign.
tItte ammunition maker,
With bloody shot and shell,
isatrows more about damnation
Than all the imps of hell.
& Owen
road traditions than the state of
Maryland. Much of its early history
ettirtit -be written front the records -te 
whit+ road conetruction, mainte- I
111,(1 initatinO fil(Or141. SOOlo Of ' Tennessee Farm Siatistics.
the roads of Maryland are of ancient
and honorable antiquity. and where
these can be pet—under con-
ditiona of modern tranitformation, the
state is thereby etigased in preherving
Ancient Highway In Maryland. ,
valued traditions while giving sane.
tion to the establimhed use of roads
-1"444,1k
To get rid of that Tired, Bilious, Half-Sick
Felling, take a dose of
HERB1NE
It Cleanses the Stomach,
Liver amd Eloysels
_
It. a man's remedy that goes to the tight spot. Buts life a,.ci
actkity into the teipid liver, stun thens the stomadt and diges-
tion and put ities and restulates the - , A timely dose of this
excellent aysttni ntculatur and brwrel tonic will oftentimes ward
ON • spell oonciumiss. Price 80 COSI& •_ _ .
JAIL I'. 1141.1.811% Propelator _ ST. LOUIS. MO.
-11====f4X5-tult= 
SOLD BY H. P. WEAR
The New York American of
last Sunday curried an article on
diversified "farming in Tonne,-
' see, prepared by Mr. .1. M. Me-
!loan, statistician of the atatede-
partmkt of agriculture. In it
tare given many interesting fig-
l ures as to the ‘arious crops
grown in the state of opportuni-
ties offered for further diversi-
04...-0040-.=41C:::0 a.D4104ec:>0
DR a. I KEY3 De Ilk HARD KITS
Drs. Keys & Keys
Physiciato and :;utge.ons
Of110,.: First Nation-
al Bank Budding
Phones: 'Cunt)). 75.
slOsillsCDthitsC:>48.0.6C;s1C:00
oeiniostioeteacsas,>osoososasofication and intensification.
Mr. Meloan, in. the prepara- M.ss , tion of. articles like this, is doing• Rozelle Wilson
excellent service for the state
and for the department of which
he is an employe. It is a work
that has long needed doing. Mr.
that have been traversed a rentury Meloan i
more, says Baltimore American. There long experience, as well as aIs a strong movement the country ,
over tor the-bonnerur-of lire Old road"- careful statistician, and -thus-- -in-
aiul trails. This is manifest • in the , position to prepare articles that
;are at once readable and filled I. Studio atmovement that contemplates a 
memo-
Hal highway to-Abraham Lincoln. The
Ouboldur aittlentarladTit ronspikoethahlstcolurylitethridgat vWtinteh.Tdeenpneensdstaribnle. facts.- 1.4ash-'
s a newspaper man of
Teacher of
Piano and Voice
School Building
hare been transformed -into literary 04804110-04111100111.011.01110041110‹,
hits and poets. In the far West ale- I
lore under the magic pens of essay- Catarrh Cannot be Cured
with Loral Applications, its y
tation for the preservation of the old
trails is gaining in strength. and the :0""u'l& 4.'itt 
if
OTa• Oregon, anribe UPI NA hetso• ano
other historic trails that rime back to •11,•••ato . in order to cur:• it you
times immemorial will doubtless be i iumit te.ki• Interim! rvinedies. /fall%
pre.erved as far as possibld - and, Cattarrh -Cuie-17-ta4eit lbteruhIii-
wbtre obtiterated-by the path of -prog---1-3nrhars70:-thecerfo or, 4re--11-1--urel an I
ress. will be Marked. Thus the trails • inticons• ratrfaci•s. !fall's Crtiart
followed by tire red mi n front Canada is nut a
even down 2o Central America WM in wax prereiStleci by one of the bes:
time be mane matters of record- and ptivetcia.terbt thia-country for years
^ . -
While sentimental and practical
and is a r..golitr prescription. It is 1
composed of the best tonics known,
1    b
combined with the best blood pull- --
I
braced in the conclusions of the good
,  roads commission., yet these should hers. acting directly on the raucous
Bellville, Ark., April 7.-Edi; 
Most of the farmers are done be and doubtless arc. considered to- surfaces. The perfect combination
tor Ledger: I have noticed the
yellow label on my paper and am 
hauling to the factory.
One Ethridge will work on the feeted. But the main proposition lit
gtobacco an some are
, enlightenment and understands the duce' such wonderful results in etir
! sentiment of the communities at;
gether in so tar as the comolission has of the two ingredienta is What pro-
init. Catarrh. Send for testimonials
free.. 
B. F BERRY.strippin  d
sending herewith my dues. Let railroad this year. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
the paper continue coming, I am . 
, that the people of Maryland are a unit
Sold by all druggist. The.
always glad to get it. 
Erma Ethridge has moved to 
for the continuance of the good roads
movement. Baltimore has been great- Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
her father's. ly advantaged by the construction of
_ HarrisPaschalseems to consiclerat ons may not always e em-
He Read His Yellow LabeL be improving slowly.
tiSive mr job to Kaiser Wilhelm, Everything is moving along
  - Or to the Russian Czar. _tuicely_ at_ this _place, Farmers
. elbriCing George, or J.P.Morgan, I have been very busy the past
Or some other man of war. two weeks planting corn, while Johnson Wednesday night.
"..: kato-i.to leave the old home, gardens are looking fine. Will Cooper gave the 
young
The spltsce I love so well, With kindest regards to your- folks a musical Saturda
y night.
Mit I feel that I am out of date self and my Calloway friends, I The music was just f
ine and all
In the art of running hell. am Yours truly, report a nice time.
•Xistl the devil spat a squirt f
W. B. LIPFORD. Jason Darnall and wife visited
o i
. steam   I Bring your chickens and eggs 
Edgar Cooper Sunday.
On a briMatUne bumble bee. and get your hats at Mrs. 
Inez Virgil Haneline and .wite vis-f
,
Will'
Attorney-at-Law-
-- Office With ---
. ftNE
Murray,- Kcatucky
Sec:::)0040040040040C
Etta Cooper is on the sick list. '
n cte s visited
stipation.
paved streets from the country line,
over roads that enter the city. It Easter is coming-why not buy
--sa--8 -demi ariverela In the toruErt utiutt
of the good roads work for the bene- 
r as er a witheggs anti
fit of the agricultural communities of chickens at Mrs. Inez Brossia
the entire state. The traffic and trans- Sale?
portatiou advantages are immense. __ _
Get a barrel of guaranteedwhy: the state is thereby elevated in
the view of the country at large. Let flour from us at a price that will
the good roads work go on.
Hood & Fain, west side.
make hot biscuits a pleasure. -
CONTROL OVER LOCAL ROADS
• 8 t h D rt U Shouldtted home folks Tuesday night.
_lad muttered that he guessed ;Brown Sale. -Grasshopper.
he'd go Dyspepsia is Amer ica's curse. , A Rainy Day Suggestion.
And hunt up young John D. To restore digestion. normal
The first day it rains, you haveweight, and good health and pu-
ticning, bleeding. protruiing a little time come to our store'rify the blood, use Burdock Blood
-re blind piles have yielded to and let us tell you all about B.
"iota's Ointment. 5;1c at ill Bitters. Sold at 
all drug stores.
A. Thomas' Poultry Remedy,oo.
will absolutely cure and Prevent
 , \Ve. _tell you that this remedy-t ores.
Ptice, $1
g AT a X I IIILC17.2„
'IrIP*17..14ECK 41160/17
.01;9001111.g111453i
f;C:3
Why bear those pains?
A s;ngle bottle will
convince you
Arrests Inflammation. 
Prevents severe edmpli.
co:441ns. Just put a few
&tips on the poinitil •
" Pa!'14 44"
X 
apron.
111001010101 OM% raiii
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ta e .way epa men
Be Given Some Measure of Super-
vision Over Thoroughfares.
The realization has become quite
general that, in %vier to render maxi-
mum serviee, state highway_ departs
ments should be given some measure-I
of control over the construction and
maintenance of local roads. For this
Class of roads an amount exceeding
-$1-64,0(4004 is expended annually:. with
camparatiyely little result to show in
•
Prices and materials right,
courteous clerks and a city trim-
mer to wait on you-Mrs. Inez
Brown Sale.
You can get a barrel of guar-
anteed flour for $6.00, and good
black seed oats for 65c at R. R.
Roberts. Now is the time to buy.
DENTIST
Office Over Postoff ice in Cit-
izens Bank Building.
Both 'Phones 26
•cD•c:xoc::::•c>oc>ocDoc=aer
Good biscuits, butter and hon-
ey or molasses. Yum, yum, yum.
A barrel of guaranteed flour aw-
fully cheap.-Hood & Fain, west
-Doanfe-Regulets recom-
mended by many who say they
operate easily. without griping
i and without bad aftereffects.
25c at all drug stores.
Get your hardware, ranges
:and oil cook stoves, from Bucv
Bros.
ehufera, gapes and white diarr- the form of improved raad inireage for 11681111"."611"
hoe and makes•your young chicks this ereaf outlay. w state of 
lbwa
has met ..this situation by placing all
grow and thrive and reach the the road work i the state under the
trVing stage in the earli 
n 
ezt pos- dtri.etion. of * the state highway de-
sible time. We guarantee it tti partment.
de;-these things. Sexton pros. 
Traffic is Increasing PO rapidly as to
are costrioutors for Murray and- 
cause exeesFive wertr upon the roads,
especially in the vicinity of congested
Vieinity. - centers of population. This re.sulta in
•a heavy annual maintenance cost, rty-
Urges New Buildings. eraging-in rii. large eagtern stares not
. less than $7;,it per mile per annum._
Washington, April 10.
-New: .t3ht aen .Ne'ffeoxr.tpertiumednetvsigh:vise heesn uutfedre 
oa 
ind
poste:Free buildings at Hickman which can be maintained at rnatively
and Murray, Ky., are provided low cost: Thus far, 
aside from the
for in bills introduced in the 
setliaetaceseraretor(imepsenodtrneenust r unc et hoen the, vari.
- house today -by- Repre•Aettiatiiye—enrs—iferine—nf- hitureitione- macadam-
• Alben W. Barkley. A sit ,..• has concrete. and vitrified brick 
road.--
been authorized at Murray and 
Yearbook United States Dcpartment
for El Th,009 
of Agriculture.
,Mr. Barkley asks
building. At Hickman $75,000 , Lay Tribute on Wealth.
is asked for both building and 
Bad roads lay 
our agricultural 
a heavy tribute upor.
. wealth every year.
the site. 1. . Only a Mail per rent of tho farm.
I 
orchard, garden t 
ie 
ilurtideadndu livue stock witphruodt-
- For any pain, burn, scald or--
-t-bruissrapply Dr. Thomas' -Ziee_lifitinus-0.- - gotnt. UustPubo -hauled ovuer-
trie Oil-the household remedy. poor roads a lag diem-um—This 
in-
Two sizes, n:", anci 50c at all drag 
creases. the expense of marketing,
which, of course, means waste of our
stores. _ • resourreir---------,'•' • - • — ' --a--
8Z; :gi:r .):::-)?1:11t7lit4Sil tvkii:lcia741117-ee - ---7.4t "" Gi"IrR  ci*A1
-hire. Inez Brown Sale. 
• . If 'you want to know if good roadsi 
' 
.-ire good things, ask a horse.
. .
•
ol
•
•
•
219-221-223 Broadway
PADUCAH, KY.
Easter Shoppers Attention
We extend you a cordial invitation to visit This
Store with its magnificent assemblage of Women's
Wearing Apparel for the Glorious Easter Season.
COAT SUITS, $12.50 up to $50.00.
SMART DREW, $7.50 up to $35.00.
SUPERB MILLINERY STYLES, $4.00 up to $15.00.
lfir RefiinfeeTtiithe eictf 5 per- -
cent of your entire purchases. A pleasant trip made •
profitable by twin.- wonderfut-olertngs in Every tine;_ .
- - *kit_
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POWDER
Absolutely Pure
Made from Cream of Tartar
NO ALUM—NO PHOSPHATE
L. A. Richardson, of Murray
route 6, is rejoicing over the ar-
rival of a big baby boy at his
MM. E. • Harris will launder
your curtains for 20c per strip.
Drop a postal, they will be call-
ed for and delivered.
Mrs. Joe T. Parker and daugh-
ter returned home last Friday
night from a several Weeks' vis-
it to her mother in St. Louis.
Eugene ̀Hopson died last Sat-
-11111-14131nrsisear -thee
mouth of Blood river after a
brief illness. He was about 65
years of age and1.1 well known
citizen of the east side. His wife
died -abeut thirty day e ago. The
burial was in the Evans graves
yard.
Mrs. Bettie England, wife of
Tom England, died last Friday
at her home neae Rock. Graves
county, at about 70 years of age
after a long illness of cancer.
She is survived by a husband,
four daughters and one son, Wal-
ter England, of Paducah. The
remains were laid to rest in the
MartinirChapel grave yard.
The Gilbert factory property
and twenty- acres of band adjciire,
ta
es
• vri
PRENTICE HOLLAND
Generous
P. A. HART
Is the Patronage Given us in Our
New Drug Store
COURTEOUS WE'LL ALWAYS RE TO YOU.
MOIST CIGARS
SANITARY SODA
LOWNEY'S CANbit.-§
NEW PUBLICATIONS
ACCURATE PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
liorand-Hart Drug Co.
Next Noir 20 Ailmis 80thetliM
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Go to R. R. Roberts with your
chickens and eggs and get the
first chance at that 10c counter
where you will find bargains,
J. M. Luten sold his horns
place just west of the city limits
the pas week to Dr. Dick Keys.
He will retain possession of the
property until about August the
first.
The seven months old child of
n. Bedwell and wife, who live al
Ma,»
Bucy Bros., want your hard-
ware and grocery trade.
Carry your chickens and eggs
to R. R. Roberts and receive the
highest market prices. also get
your t'ckets for the $.25 gold spt.
Go to Myers Studio for high
grade portraits, cheap pictures,
enlargement'', kodah finishing
and odd size frames. (Bray'p
old stand) 
•
R. Y. Shoemaker, guard in the
- ew miles southeast of the city. Eddyville penitentiar3r, ppent
I died !eat Saturday morning. fhe-- 'several days of this week with
burial took place sin, the Lucuat his family near Dexter ád-tran
Grove grave yard.
H. P. Farris, Jr., and Miss
Lexie Summerville, the attrac-
iucting busmen in the county.
Go to H. R. Roberts for your
tive young daughter of Mr. 
and spring shoes. He has just receiv-
ed a new kiwi( and, -didn't get
Mrs. Thad Summerville, were
united i marriage Tucsday af. 
them te keep, so be sure to come
o 
ternoon at Dukedom by E. 
and lohk before you buy else-
Thatcher. T h e couple eloped 
where.
from Mayfield. The groom is a Mrs. Noah Parka, 
who has
EDAM r  eon of Mr. and Alm H. P. Far. been a patient in the 
hospital
•
LOCAL and PERSONAL 
rid, of this city.--Mayfield Times
• An alarm of lire was turned in
e▪ s  from the home of Pat Black, just
west of the db.? limits, late last •
You will find repairs for your , Sunday afternoon.' The depart- '
plows at R. R. Roberts, both 01- r inent responded promptly, but
aver and -Vulcan. upon arrival at the home it was
Jesse Rose, -of near Hardin, found that the blaze had been
was operated upan this week at extinguished an d very slight
the hospital for chronic appendi- damages resulted. The blaze,
citis. resulted front a newspaper catch-
ing fire in the family room.
The all absorbing question that
for the past week has been on
the minds and tongues of. most
of the Mayfield citizens _ended
Tuesday night of this week when
the city council of that place, by
a vote of four to two, • voted to
adopt the chicken ordinance,
which will prevent chickens and
all other domestic fowls from
running at large in that city.
The home of Frank Butler,
ayhp_ jived op in BluffBluff
road east of Brandon on
what is known ae_the Jimmie
Garrison place, lost his home and
contents by fire Tuesday morn-,
ing_of this week at about 4:00
o'clock. The building was'a to-
tal loss while'aart of the con
tents were removed. Neither the
building or contents were in:
insured.
Mr. Sam Story, who lives sev-
eral miles west of the city, sus-
tained a broken leg and crushed
hip the past week while at work
on a log building at his home the
first of the week. A heavy tim-
ber fell across his body resulting
in the injuries. Mr. Story is one
a the-very splendid citizens of
Jog, sold last Monday by the the c
ounty and has many friends
I
master commissioner, were pur-
who will regret to learn of his
chased by L Y. Woodruff for 
misfortune.
$4,480. The H. B. Gilbert resi- Wm. Clayton, a former resi-
dent of this county, died last
Sunday at his home in Ohio,
Mo., after a lingering illness of
cancer. He is gurvived by a
wife two sons and one daughter.
Mr. Clayton was a twin brother
of the late Frank Clayton and al-
so a brother of Dan and Robert
Clayton, Mrs. Jake Lassiter_ and
Mrs. Jane Meloan, all of this
county, and Mr. John Mc Clay-
ton, of Missouri. He was about
63 years of age and left Callo-
way forty years ago and located
in Missouri. He--prospered in
his new home and was held in
high esteem by the citizens of
thiecoutity in which he lived.
dence was purchased by Mr.
Gilbert for $1,435, and three ac-
res of land north of the old Gil-
bert residence brought $120.
HAVE YOU' BEENSICK?
•
Then you realize the utter weakngts
that robs ambition, destroys appetite,
and makes work a burden. •
To restore that strength and stamina that
Is so essential, nothing has ever equaled
or compared with Scott's Emulsion, be-
cause its strength -sustaining nourish-
ment invigorates the blood to distribute
energy throughout the body while its tonic
value sharpens the appetite and restores
health in a-natifral, permanent way.
If you are run down, tired, nersTrig,
overworked or lack strength, get Scott'a
Emulsion to-day. It is free from alcohol.
Sccattt bow tle. Illxinafield. N. I. #1,
the past week, underwent anab
dentinal operation Wednesday
morning of this week. She Is
recovering nicely:
Prince Johnson, who lived
near Brandon Mill, died Teesday
of this we'ek after a short illness
of typhoid-pneumonia. He was
about 13 years of age and is the
third member of the family to
die within the past four weeks.
The burial took place in the Las-
siter grave yard.
N. L..Gilbert and family have
moved to the old home place just
north of the city limits.—and
which was purchased by Z. T.
Conner at the sale, last Monday
by the master commissioner.
Harold Schroeder and wife have
moved into the Miller residence
vacated by Mr. Gilbert and will
conduct a boarding house.
Mrs. Mayme Holland Ran-
asestAis eaess was issis. of
the successful contestants itetre
Paducah News-Democrat contest
_closed the past week. She was
awarded a. fine piano as a prem-
ium for being the most success-
ful contestant in the district
composed of the counties of
Marshall, Calloway, Trigg, Lyon,
Graves, Carliele; Hickman and
Fulton.
Harry Walker and Miss Grace
Hay were united in marrige last
Sunday afternoon at the home
of Eld. I. T. Green, pastor of the
First Christian church. Elder
Green saying the ceremony. Mr.
Walker is a son of Houston Walk-
er and is one of the very popular
young men of the city. His
bride is a daughter of Bun Hay
and wife and is one of the pret-
tiest and most lovable young girls
of the city. For the past sever-
al years she has been with the
0. T. Hale store and has many
friends. They will reside in this
city.
USIA
I For Man and Beast
For Sprains, ILlififeitess,
Sores, Cuts, Rheumatism
Penetrates and Heals.
Stops Pain At Once
2.k. 50c. $1. At All Dealcts.
• _
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PREPAREDNESS 
Much Talked About Nowadays. We Are Ready. Are You?
Now is the time to 134 Screen Wire,
Screen Doors, etc, Buy now.
DON'T WAIT.
The Price is Now Right. - Don't Know About Later.
Hughes & Iryan Lumber Co.
onzsitnrfAx=mg
r
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Lirksey, Route I.
John Glasgow and wife were
the guests of Clarence Penny
and family Sunday.
Herbert Riley and family vis-
ited at Marvin Edwards' Sunday
John Riding and Eernest Der-
rington went to May field Friday
with a load of tobacco.
There will be Sunday school at
Mt. Hebron every Sunday morn-
log at 10 o'clock. Everybody is
Invited to come.
Riley and famil.41()_nylt
Hurt and wife, Glen Gallemere
and wife, Ezra Edwards and
wife were the Sunday guests of
Orville Edwards and wife.
Ernest Derrington and ,family
visited Clay Lyles and Y6 ife Sun.
day at Brewers.
Early Lathram attended the
prayer meeting at the :new sac-
tihed church Sunday evening.
Jewel Riding visited Virgil
Derrington Saturday night.
Hazel and Eunice Riley visit-
ed Mrs. Riley Sunday.
Tommie Washam lost a fine
horse one day last week, and Al-
bert Grugett has a sick cow.
. Lynn Grove-Ntws.
John Hutchens has recovered
from an attack Of pneumonia.
Mrs. Driver is on the sick list.
Baus Story and wife -visited
Sam Andrus last Sunday.
- Miss Artie Harrison. of neat
Murray, is a guest at Robert My-
ers' this week.
Sam Scott is vtsiting in Tenn-
essee this week.
Mr. Hankins, of Tennessee, is
visiting his daughter, Mrs. Sch-
°lea. this week.
Albert Howard and family
yiienrUltu rray- Monday -AO;
ping.
Miss Jetta Galloway is visit-
ing near Murray this week.
'Born, to the wife of Louis
Austin: a bouncing girl.
Teachers are Elected.
At a meeting of the city school
board held Tuesday night of this
week the following teachers were
elected for the ensuing year:
J. W. Jones, principal; C. H.
Jaggers. first assistant: Miss
Rubie Wear, second assistant;
Miss Ruth Houston, 9th grade:
Mrs. H. P. Wear, 8th grade;
Miss Wadie Miller, 7th grade;
Miss Erie Keys, 6th grade; Mies
Lula Holland, 5th grade: Miss
Annie Underwood, 4th grade:
Miss Maggie Houston.3rd grade;
Miss Florence Pogue, 2nd grade;
Miss Novella Glasgow, 1st grade,
Mr. Joe Whitnell, Miss Gladys
Owen and Miss Etna Baker, who
taught the past year, did not ap-
ply for re-election. One less
teacher in the high school was
the principal change.
Hardin Morris and Miss Mavis
Houston, a very popular couple
of this city, were united in mar-
•••••••••••••< ti• •  • • Oil* 00 *0 ••••44.00-04 •• 440404 4WD*
Svecket1 Nokkce to tkui
‘‘ook EtkAts
What About That Com-
mencement Dress?
E a&se'you to not wait long about deciding 
on the material for this Dress. The market
-condition is very uncertain this season. You may
find just what you want later in the season but the
chances are that you-WILL-NOT, and by wait-
ing you are taking -chances on higher prices and
then you may not find just what nu want. Why *
not conic in and let us shows-you what we .114vein._,_
these materials 
4S-inch Sheer White
Organdie 50c
45 inch Extra Sheer White Organdie Pig,
special - . . _ , . -- u
,
45. inch -White Batiste, we have made a
special price on this 25c
36--,inch Sheer White 
,Voile _ _. 25c
White Piques, White Gaberdines. White
Poplins, priced at the yard . 25c
Of course you are going to want white fir -your
Graduation Dress, Why not buy today while you
; 
• • can get just what you want) 
-: •
4.
Yours for the White Goods,4,
•:•
Wadlington & ,Company
4.*4*4.11-411.4.*.l.*4.*4.*+••••*.:.*4*4*-:.*44-4.*••••;!*4*-1-*•1140,4.*.e.o.t.,*
S.
The Mark on
Silverware
The most heath:-
fit', most durt.1,,_,
-silver plated lurks,
spoons and fancy
serving pieces are
stamped with the re-
nowned traile mark
1847
ROGERS BROS.
By this mark only can
you distinguish the
original lt ogersware
(first made in 1847),
and assure yourself
of the best in qualicty,.
finish and design.
Sold by leading dealers
e. Send tor cat-
' alogue allowing all
downs-
bternalisaal Mier CIL
Successor to
Blertden Britannia
H. B. Miller returned home
the past week from New Smyr-
na, Fla.. where he has been
making his time the past four-
teen months. Mr. Miller was
quite sick for several slays after,
he returned home.
S.TEVUIS
The Barrels
and Lugs of
STEVENS it. s
Double and Single Barrel
SHOTGUNS are dr,c,fneardpn
• p.rcr Slade a
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Emmet Henry and Miss Lylia
Oliver, well known and popular
young people of the east side of
the county, were united in mar-
rige the past week.
They want yeur hams, shoul-
ders, jowls and sides at Bucy
Bros.
riage last Thursday afternoon st .00004.04.04004.0 00,400 04000.04004.004.04.
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home of her father, Rev. W. T.
Houston, on Institute street.
Mr. Morris is one of the most
widely known citizens of-the co-
unty, a son a the late D. W.
!Morris, and has many friends.
i Miss Houston is one of the most
splendid young ladies of the town ,
and is loved and admired by a'
wiire-circle of friends. They are
at home in the MOrris residence,
on the east side of the city.i
Springtime, gentle Annie, and
we can prove it. Stra a-berries,
radishes, lettuce, celery, fresh
tomatoes. And the prices just
right.—Hood Fain, the west
side grocers.
Mrs. Ira Lassiter, of near Har-
din, this county, was received
at the Murray Surgical Hospital
the first of the Week and under-
went an operation for an abdom-
nal trQubie.
you seen the t..'he-
car? If not, come in and take a
look at It is 'the juiciest piece
of pie that existr4n-the autorno.
bile buairAsi today:I-7
Geo. W. Downs.
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In Woman's Realm
Individual Style of Coiffure Means Much to Woman—Old Styles of
Hairdressing Are Revived—Quaint and Picturesque Cos-
tume for the Bride's Attendants.
It is th. manner of dressing her
hair more thau by any other means.
that a woman oan establish distinction
an individual style in her appear-
once In this One particular glatillig-
•fford to be independent of &Wong
and adopt for herself whatever is best
stated to her. Put in her coiffure al
In everything else she likes a change
and ehe may experiment with any of
the new incoming styles in hair dress-
ing In the chance of improving her sp-
pearenee or by way of variety.
o Along with the revival or old styles
In apparel have come revivals of hair-
dressing from by-gone periods The
•
DISTINCTION IN
It le the privilege of the bride ti
select the style that shall govern ir
making the costumes of her maids
Just how quaint and pletureeque the
imam of today allow them to be may
be gathered from the Illustration giv-
en above. This costume looks as if It
Might be a faithful my Of A. Orli
worn by some demure maid who flout
imbed a century ago. Hut both the
gown and the bonnet are products of
1916 and worn together, they testify
to the eride's eye for the picturesque
The gown is made of taffeta.
The tight bodice with mid-Victorian
shoulders is outlined with • ruffle and
hair coiled or puffed on top of the
head, with short curls at each side of
the face is one arrangement that is in
the experimental stage. In another the
hair is combed to the top of the crown
and tied there with narrow ribbon
formed into a bow and ends. The hair
is turned into a long upstanding 'puff
or loop.
The most promising of coiffures re-
oently shown calls for waved hair part-
ed at one side and arranged in coils at
the back of the crown Three short
curls are placed at one side on a level
with the lobe of the ear. There are
no styles in which the ears are uncov-
ered. although in some a glimpse of
THE COIFFURE.
supported by narrow straps. It sue
mounts a skirt which is just one
flounce after another until four of
them have fully occupied that space
from waist to instep. They are flu-
'shed with narrow hems.
Color plays a part so important in
the bridesmaids' gowns that taffeta
silk is a happy choice in materials.
It comes in so many beautiful colors
and changeable effects. This will be
appreciated by the bride whose aim is
to make a fascinating background for
her own incomparable white.
The old-fashioned poke bonnet
shown In the picture is covered with
plaited chiffon and has a soft (sown.
IN THE BRIDAL PROCESSION.
ft Is permitted. just enough to display
a Jewel.
The coiffure pictured is a familiar
style of the type most fashionable
and is shown as developed for eve-
ning. The hair is marcelled and coiled
across the back of the head just above
the nape of the neck. Three short
curls are pinned In below' the coil.
An arrangement of the hair" in a
short French twist at the back Bur-
, moniefed-ee one lobe 1511ff suggests the
----.----!return of the payche.knot. The front
hair is loosely waved and parted at
the middle in a very shallow part
This is a graceful style add becoming,.
- ..wicbIs more then.. este _be *aides(
the ;post popular *se off-theeace 'edit;
twee, etven o youthful-Aces they
"are somewhat trying tind tl4ey tend
ndthing of softness to older once
•-•••••••  - 
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GASOLINE IS FAVORED
Higher Temperature Can Be Se-
cured Without Forcing Heater.
Time is Ala Saved by Having One
Beeader House Sieve for 200
Chicks Instead of Fifty-"A"
Type ef House Is Used.
The principal advantages in using
gasoline rather than kerosene are to
secure a higher temperature when
needed without forcing the heater and
so save time by having one brooder
holies serve for 200 chicks 'nettled of
60. We system herein eescribed in-
volver broods of 200 it Is not suit-
able for those who have only small
hatches.
The "A" type form of house is used
and Is eimetructed as follows. The
"A" type of house is It feet square.
inside floor measure, has 12-Inch side
walls and is 6 feet d Inches from top
of floor to top of ridge board. The
subframing is made and both floors
"A" Type of Colony Brooder House,
laid before the upper part of the build-
ing is put together. The sills are got
out first. They are made of 2x12
inch stock and are cut 8 feet long,
with a bevel at each end to form run-
ners or shoes upon which to draw the
house about when desired.
An opening of 8% Inches by
inches is cut in the rear runner to ad-
mit the burner box. The top of this
opening is lee inches from the top of
the runner and has a es-inch slit sawed
into the runder horizontally from the
two upper corners for the purpose of
admitting the flange, or projection, of
tho-upper edge Of tbe burner box. A
piece is out from the runner directly
over the center of this opening to ad-
mit the. collar which is on top of the
burner box. The piece is sawed out
on a miter so that It can be replaced
and secured, by a single screw. The
opening made by removing this piece
is 5 inches in the clear.
The floor joists, four In number. are
-made of 2:4-inch stock, cut ti feet
long, and are fitted into the runners
with a half joint. This gives a strong
subframe that is not likely to get out
of square when drawn over uneven
ground. After fitting the joists 'into
the runners and securely nailing with
20d. nails, the work is leveled, squared.
and tied by means of a I-inch board
nailed diagonally across the Mies.
The support for the burner box is
then put in. It is made of three pieces
of 'Zee spiked to the rear runner and
to the two center joists. It is placed
flush with the top of the joists and
There is a small wreath at the edge
with little roses set far apart A big
and sprightly bow with long sash ends
Is perched at the back_ So quaint a
costume is suitably completed when
the maid carries a basket of flowers
rather than a bouquet..
The return of the always-loved big
legborn hat, trimmed with roses, to
high favor, should not be overlooked
by those who plan for hats that may
beeeedefel- 1i/tee-thee wedding Wide
brimmed hats for mid-summer made
of georgette crepe and trimmed with
flowers offer the, bride a choice for
her mails that is sure to please that
end all those who see thri.
•c"!
MANURE IS BEST FERTILIZER
Aetterding to Data Secured by ItspeH-
meet Stations Value Ranges
From $1 is $7 Per Ton.
--
Oats from the Nebraska experiment
station obtained In co-operation with
Nebraska farmers in several counties
show that the average annual yields
of corn from mattered fields during
three years were ten bushels greater
than from adjoining fields which were
not manured. The average annual
yields from the unmsnured fields were
Viet bushels an acre and the yields
from the manured fields were 311.76
bushels in acre According to data
from Other experiment stations the
lasting effect of feta manures Is at
least U years' that is to s4y, a farm
may enntInue'To obtain increased an
nual yields fur several years after a
good application of farm manure or
the turning under of organic matter
in some other form.
The increases In crop ylietie for a
period of years at several of the host
experiment stations were sufficient to
give to the manure applied an agrl•
cultural value of from $t to $7 a too.
depending upon the climatic condi-
tions, rate of applications. kind of
manttre and crops manured
USEFUL DEVICE FOR GARDEN
Marker Enables Gardener to Make
Rows Straight and Spaces Between
at Uniform Distance.
A eaccessful gardener =keg Ile
rows straight and the spaces between
the rows uniform. It Is not necessary
to buy expensive equipment for small-
scale operations. Proper distancing
can be had by using the homemade
contrivance shown in the seem:pony-
Ing drawing A 2 by 4 inch piece of
wood, or even a lighter strip, Is spaced
as desired, and wooden plugs, sharp-
ened to a dull point with the pocket
knife, are inserted into holes made by
the auger. The plugs on one side are
set farther apart than on the other
Gasollsto Heater Used in Brooder
Houle.
Easily Constructed Marker.
A series of holes may be made so
that the plugs cap he changed to give
any desired distracts between mark.
Inge. Any kind of a handle Is al-
tached.-Orange Judd Farmer.
runner so that the flooring can be
nailed to it. The inside dimensions.
131,024% inches, are such as to allow
the flange of the burner bat to slide in
easily. The flange rests on %xl-inch
strips, which are nailed 1 9-16 inches
below the top of the 2x4's forming the
support This leaves a space of 11,
inches between the top of the burner
box and the floor of the house, which
prevents the floor from becoming too
warm and serves as a chamber in
which to warm the fresh air that is
admitted for ventilating the hover.
Tbe cool fresh air is taken 'from be-
neath the house through- 'four 1-inch
boles bored in the 2x4 supports. It
is warmed by paseing over the metal
top of the burner box and as it ex-
pands is forced upward amend the
stein and down upon the chicks.
•- The insulating box is made of 's
Inchmatched pine flooring and is sup-
ported at the rear by resting on the
strip at the bottom of the runner and
In front by hooks and eyes. such as
are used Cot screen doors, to the sup-
Port.
_ • e Breaking a Stallion.
Several precatetions must be ett-
Iserved when breaking a stallion First.
the man must be a thorough horseman
and second. he..must.....remenit)er that
while the horse is' blg-he is usually
soft^ and cannele Nand' greet -amosiet
of hard work until i.e becomes eeei•-e-
tomed to IL
PREPARING THE GARDEN SOIL
Of Far More importance Than Most
Gardeners Realize-Vegetable
Matter is Necessary.
The preparation of the garden soil
is of far more importance than most.
gardeners realize. The vegetables
must have a deep, mellow, friable soil
to bold moisture and promote the life
and development of soil organisms so
important to a fertile soil
The soil should be broken early and
vegetation Incorporated In time for it
to decay. A large per cent of vege-
table matter, usually in its final state
of decomposition, called humus, is nec-
essary. It may then be necepsery to
retool*. harrow and crcisoharrow
order that a deep mulch may be had.
Barnyard manure is highly desirable
where the soil is rather thin or close.
The manure supplies both humus and
plant food, and for that reason is eco-
nomical. It is a waste product at the
barn, but valuable to the gardener.
CLEANLINESS IN A STABLE
Benefits of Cleaning Up Every Day
- Ara Far in Excess of Labor in-
volved in So Doing. -
The custom on many farms of clean-
ing the barns, especially the horse
stables only once a week, ten days or
two weeks is to be condemned.
It takes but a very few minutes to
clean the horse stable each day. and
the benefits received from so doling
are far in excess of the labor invia/ved-
Not only do the animals have clean-
er, healthier and more comfortable
quarters, thus minimizing the likeli-
hood of disease, but there is an actual
saving in bedding and in time used in
making the horse presentable by use
of the currycomb and brush_
An up-to-date litter carrier is a fast
time and labor saver and a stable theta
equipped Is much more likely to be
kept clean.
MANY QUALITIES OF ONIONS
Several Ways in Which to Cook as
Food-Stand Drought Well-
Plant Sets Liberally.
Every garden should have an abun-
dance of onions. There are many ways
in which onions can be used as foods.
For seasoning soups, hash, dressing,
etc., nothing can take the place of
onions.
They stand considerable drought. We
eraee wet weather and will often pro-
duce when hedged in by weeds.
Onions keep well and by storing
them in the cellar, or the barn one
may have onionsoll. the year. Plant-
onion sets liberally this year.
Pullets for Next Winter.
riglare out about.htow Litany pullets
I
you want to Carry through next win-
etieji_l ell eel at leas* lele.Ater . eight.
Limes that number of eggs. Hatch
early and as near together as possible.
OVEN MUST BE JUST RIGHT
Faults of Cookery That Have to Be
Remedied by the Meet Care-
ful Attention.
"This would be a fine cake if only
My oven Witt been just right." How
often have you heard a friend make
that remark and agreed with her too,
but did either of you knoW what that
"just right" meant?
Uniformity of hest Is a most im-
portant feature in successful baking.
It requires skill to obtain just the
right heat Not at very long ago.s
great breed bakery found It WM.
Gary to let BOMB of the grest ovens
cool off. After the Ares were rebuilt
It was about a week before they could
be sure of the uniformity of the bread
baked In those ovens. This merely
demonstrates to the housewife the
necessity for giving time and atten-
tion to her oven when she intends to
bake.
When the take comes out of the
oven cracked It has been subjected
to too great a heat at first. The cake
baked so quickly at first that the gases
did not have a chance to escape, and
finally when formed In enough, vol
time, they broke throsigh the top, lest,-
ing.a great crack. When the oven
is unevenly heated the cake either
rises up in the middle or on either
side, making it impossible to make
an even !dyer or to frost a loaf
cake to advantage. When the cake
"falls" it is because the oven has been
too suddenly cooled or Ms cake jarred
HOUSEHOUTVISDOM
HarcUbotied eggs chopped fine and
Inbred with mustard, a little cream and
seasoning will make a delicious *and-
it is a good Idea to save, If possible,
• definite sum for furniture replace-
nrents Thin applies especially to the
keeper of a new house.
New blankets should be shakes ant
soaked in cold water overnight to
take out the sulphur dressing and
make them more easily washed.
Whenever possible save the green
leaves of a head of lettuce for egg
salsa. while the hearts are kept for
the tomato, fruit and other salads.
A weak solution of turpentine poured
dawn the water pipes once a week will
drive the water bugs away.
Shabby oak should be brushed over
with warm beer and when thoroughly
der polielzed with beeswax and tter•
pentine.
Furs that have become fat and oily
looking about the neck may be made
fresh and like new by rubbing the fur
the wrong way with a hot iron. Furs
that have been wet should never be
hung in front of the stove or an open
tire to dry.
For mud stains on dresses dissolve
a little carbonate of soda in water and
with it wash the mud stains. Anothor
plan is to rub the stains with a cut
raw potato, afterward removing the
potato juice by rubbing it with a flan-
nel dipped in water.
In cold weather put the clothespins
in a pan and set in Use oven until they
are hot. Then the fingers will not
suffer when hanging out the clothes,
especially If the clothes are rinsed out
the last time in warm water.
To clean bamboo furniture use
brush dipped In warm water and salt.
The salt prevents the bamboo from
turning color.
clean lamp burners wash, them
in weed ashes and water and they will
come out clean and bright.
If lemons are warmed before they
are squeezed nearly double the quan-
tity of juice will be obtained.
If you want to save gas, remember
that a sheet of tin placed oier the
smallest gas jet will heat two flatirons
as quickly as if two jets were used.
Muslin and cotton goods can bars.
dosed fireproof by putting an ounce
of alum in the last rinsing water, or
by putting it in the starch.
A mousehole can be effectually
stopped for all time by pasting over it
• piece of cloth which has been libeir
ally sprinkled with red pepper.
-MT
Glass of Hot Water
Before Breakfast
a Splendid Habit
Open sluices ef the system each
morning and wash away the
peletinemk, stagnant matter.
Those of us who are accustomed to
feel dull and heavy when we arise.
splitting headache, stuffy trout a cold,
foul tongue, nasty breath, acid stom-
ach, Isms back. can, Instead, both
look and feel as fresh as a daisy always
by washing the poisons and 1011111
from the body with phospbated hot
water each morning.
We should drink, before breakfast,
a glass of real bot water with a tea-
spoonful of limestone phosphate in
it to flush from the stomach, liver,
kidneys and ten yards of bowels the
previous day's indigestible waste, sour
bile and poisonous toxins, thus cleans-
ing, sweetening and petrifying the en-
tire alimentary canal before putting
more food into the stomach.
The action of limestone phosphate
and hot water op an empty stomach
is wonderfully invigorating. It cleans
out all the sour fermentations, gases.
waste and acidity and gives one a
splendid appetite for breakfast and It
Is said to be but • little while until
the roses begin to appear In the
cheeks. A quarter pound of limo
Man phosphate will Oat very little at-
your druggist or from the store, but
is sufficient to make anyone who la
bothered with biliousness, onetlps
tios, stomach trouble or rhallinetlfill
.1111112 enthusiast on the subeeet et fa-
anal sanitation. Try it and yes aro
amiared that you will look better sod
feel better in every way shortly.-.
Caramel Custard.
Melt one-half cupful of sugar, odd
two tablespoonfuls of water and one
quart of hot milk. Beat six eggs, add
one-half teaspoonful of salt and one
teaspoonful vanilla; poor on the hot
milk. Strata into a bettered mold and
bake one-half hour. Cook this care-
fully in a slow oven and serve with
caramel sauce. It is a delicious dials.
Caramel Sauce-Melt one cupful of
sugar and add one cupful of hot water
Simmer ten minutes.
entem of Tartar
One quart of flour, two level
spoonfuls of saleratus. four level
spoonfuls of cream of tartar; after
sifting add butter or lard size of an
egg, one and a half cupfuls of sweet
milk or mere according to quality of
flour; knead well until not a particle
Of tour shcrike on dough, then roll eel Porter St. San Antonio, Tessa
and cut. bake in quick oven. *Tida-r-Jan. 11th, 1516.
amount will make two dozen. What
done turn out on a clean cloth to cool
The Last Man.
Little I.emuel-Say. Pew, who flo
you suppose will be the last mart on
earth?
Pew-Some shoemaker, probably.
If HAIR IS TURNINg
GRAY, USE SAGE TEA
fibre's Grandmother's Recipe to
Darken and Beautify
Faded Hair.
That beautiful, even shade of dart,
glossy hair can only be had by brew-
ing a miLture of Sage Tea and Sul-
phur. Your hair is your charm. It
makes or mars the face. When it
fades, turns gray or streaked, just an
application or two of Sage and Sul-
phur enhances its appearance a hun-
dredfold.
Dose bother to prepare the mixture.
you can get this famous old recipe im-
proved by the addition of other ingre-
dients for 50 cents a large bottle, a/1.
ready for use. It is nailed Wyeth:a
Sage and Sulphur Compound. This
can always be depended upon to bring
beak the natural color and lustre of
your hair.
Everybody uses "Wyeth's" Sage and
Sulphur Compound now because Lt
darkens so- naturally and evenly nie-
body can tell it has been applied
Tile simply dampen a sponge or soft
brush with it and draw this through
WI hair, taking one small strand at a
time; by morning the gray hair has
disappeared, and after another &pall-
cation it becomes beautifully dark and
appears glossy and lustrous. This
ready-to-use preparation is a delight-
ful toilet requisite for those who de-
sire dark hair and a youthful appear-
ance. It is not intended for the cure,
mitigation or prevention of disease.-
Adv. •••
Good-By Birch.
Bill-Is the school up-to-date'
Jill--Yes; they use an electric
switch in the building.
Kidney Plakine That
Stands the Highest
Biscuits.
tea-
tea-
To Clean Spring Mattresses.
Save all old quills or wings from
I hats and use up for working the dust
I out from the splice between the block
of wood and spring mattress that runs
at each end of the bed. Push the
wings or quill in the space aud work
up and down until all dust is removed
4-have found this works aplenelidly.--
Some twelve years ago I began handling
Dr. Kilmer's Se-amp-Root, and we have
heard nothing but praise for it as it seem]
to give entire satisfaction in every instance.
From the manner in which cuetoiners speak
of your remedy, we have learned to piece
safe-tient confidence in it to reeemtneed
Swamp-Root above all other kidney reme-
dies. Prom the demand I judge it to be
the most generally used kidney medicine
in this country, and reports regarding it
are always favorable.
Very truly yours,
C. H. McCOY, JR.,
South Heights Pharmacy,
Effective Dishcloth,
In knitting dishcloths it is a ood
Lotter to
Or, 1111kne+ to Co.
B in sharer° n. N.Y.
Prove Wits Swamp-Root Will Do Foe Yee
Send ten cents tk, Dr Kilmer a Co.,
Bingharnion. N. T.. for a sample aim bot-
tle. It will convince anyone. You will
also receive a booklet of valuable infer-
inatioa, telling ab.Ait the kidneys and blad•
der. When unting, be sure and mention
this paper. Regular fifty-cent and one-
dollar me bottles for sale at all drag
storoo..-Adir.
Sian to Put in eeyeraLrows of hardA. ,
Nee never have touch mei for iieople
whe are smarter than we are.
Twisted cord. This bard- portion will 1.76 c4;°1 a burnilanfordi
It talies a silly wonian to make a
advisable to use scouring soaps or
caattlekar--aurtacea on %bleb it isDot al2:1" ,Lair
Metal. 
fool of a smart man 
_ 
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CASIMIR
Tor Infante and Children. 
Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
Always
Bears the
Signature
of p.
In
Use
For Over
Thirty /ears
CASTORIA
Social Inanities.
She-You know, Mr. Jones, I thought
you much older than you are.
He--Oh, no; not a bit, I assure you.
FRECKLE
War on Dirt.
"What's this? Your house is all
torn up. Things are a wreck.-
"My wife has started her house
cleaning offensive'
• 
S RECEIPT FOR DARKENING
YOUR GRAY HAIR
6
Plow Is tie Tjme is Gut 11114 of Thew
Ugly spots
There's no longer the slightest need of
feeling ',homed of y..tir freckles, as the
or. serlptIon othin•-double strength -Is
fultranteed -to reuse/ye theme bannety some .r
Pimply get an 011111CIP of .thine-double
strength -from your druggist. and apply
little of It night and morning and you
4.-)on Sr that n th^ worst !rookies
hate begun to disapp•ar, reline the lighter
ones have .vanIshed entirely It is sedum
that more than one ounce Is needed to tom-
pleteiy clear lb.. skin and gain • beautiful
clear complexion
it. sure to ask for the double strength
othlne, a• this is s.ld under guarantee of
money bark If it falls to reeworee freckles.--
Adv.
If you want anything done well, do
It yourself. That is why most people
laugh at their own jokes.
ON FIRST SYMPTOMS
use "Renovine" and be cured. Do not
wait until the heart organ is beyond
repair. "Renovinee is the heart and
nerve tonic. Price 50c and $1.0O.-Adv.
A woman always has to get some
other woman to help her keep a secret.
Have Hanford's Balsam on band for
accidents. Adv.
A good _conttrsationalitii Itta
casionally.
Now Strength far Leis- riled:*
and Were-out Conditions
Dear Mr. Editor:
I suffered from lame back and a
tired, worn-out feeling. Was unable to
stand erect and scarcely able to get
around. It would usually come on at
arse with crick in small of my back_
I took Anurie Tablets and my back
commenced to get better. I did not
have to walk doubled over as I did
before using the "Anuric." It is the
beet remedy I have ever taken for
what it is intended to relieve.
A. G. DRAKE.
NOTE:-When your kidneys get
• sluggish and clog, you suffer from
backache, sick-headache, dizzy spells,
or the twinges and pains of lusebago,
rheumatism and gout. "Anuric" is the
most powerful agent In ellseeleiteg
uric acid, as hot water melts sugar.
Ask the druggist for "Anuric." put
rap by Dr. Pierce. in 50-cent package*.
Do this-Apply like a shampoo Q-Ban
Color Restorer to your hair an
scalp. After a few applications you
will be delighted to see all your gray,
faded, prematurely or gray streaked
hair turn to an even beautiful dark
shade. Q-Ban is harmless, no dye,
but makes scalp and hair healthy so
all your hair whether gray or not is
inade sat, lustrous, wavy, thick, even-
ly dark and handsome. Insist on hav-
ing Q-Ban. It is ready to use and
sold on a money back guarantee. 50c
for a big bottle meat prepaid or at drug
stores. Address Q-Ban, Front St.
Memphis, Tenn. Adv.
When a man isn't capable of earning
a living the only thing left for him to
do is to get a political Job or break
into Jail.
Disagreeable and Dangerous Trouble
is Diarrhoea, but a speedy and certain
cure is found in Mississippi Diarrhoea
Cordial. Price 25c and 50c.-Adv.
Patriotism always _stands in with
the government.
FROM GIRLHOOD TO OLD
AGE WOMEN ARE HELPED
At the first symptoms of any de-
rangement of the -feminine organism
at any period of life the one safe, really
helpful remedy is Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription for every conceivable ail-
ment and disease of a womanly nature.
It is a woman's temperance medicine
and its ingredients are published on
wrapper
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is
a true friend to women in times of
trial and at times of pain when the
organs are not performing their func-
tions. For headache, backache, hot
flashes, catarrhal conditions, bearing
down sensations, mental _depression.
dizziness, fainting spells, women
should never fail to take this tried and
true women's medicine.
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Why bear those painstri
A single bottle %gra/
convince you
Sloan's
Liniment
Arrests Inflammation:
PtioeisiS Oriole clowepit-
cations. Jun pet e! few
drops on the p.aassf!st
yet and the pans die.
eir'ars•
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BUT OAKEY IS NO SAVAGE
As a rule, the man who becomes
a member of congress first gets his
name up while occupying some other
odoftesulectioca not: e. ruleIA ttv nriargidp.n A1 I e csoontg. o 
P
Conn, ()akey
ado a reputation for himself as presi-
la.tIoDan v_ohlif
m 
Baldheaded Men. The organization,
while national-in Itifecope.,psnutly held
Its annual meetings in Connecticut,
and Oakey made speeches at these
gatherings which could not fall to
Impress one and all with his Madill',
of the spoken word.
In addition to heading the bald'
beads of America. Oakey has served
as alderman in Hartford and as a
member of the school board
One feature of Oakey's speeches
which has helped to popularize them
and him In Connecticut le their
brevity.
In addition to not baS11111 6. many
opportunities for =WOE Aftetedeleitner
speeches as be would like, Oakry's life has been marred reittlewhat by the
fact that he is always being thrown where ha is obliged to listen to muslc-
and he was born without the slightest sense of tonal harmony. Music may
soothe the savage, but Oakey is no savage, and ft merely annoys and
distracts him. What is music to anybody else Is to Oakey only a sys-
tematic distribution of needles* noise. 14e dislikes It -all from lullaby tc
oratorio, and from ragtime to dirge.
L QUIT MAKING SPEECHES? NEVER
Senator Martins of New Jersey
dotes on making speeches. lie is free
to say that he would much prefer to
abandon almost any other vice he has
rather than speechmaking. Last sum-
mer Martine was one of a number of
members of congress who went on a
Journey to Hawaii. Part of their en-
tertainment there consisted of an ini-
tiation into a so-called Order of Ha-
waiian Chiefs. This initiation, which
was held on a lonely island. reserved
for that purpose, wee a good deal like
Joining a college fraternity. Dignified
congressmen wore no clothes except
a modish skirt made of grass, and
were. put through xarlous
capers. One feature of the exercises
was an electric mat on which great
-men were laid full length, with hands
and feet tied, and blindfolded. Then
the electric current was turned on and
all manner of grave promisee were ex-
acted from the victims. Uncle Joe
Cannon, Congressman McKinley, Senator Martine and various other come-
dians were among the number.
McKinley was ordered to promise that be would stump the country for
Theodore Roosevelt in 1516. AL first McKinley was inclined to demur at
this, but they turned on the tricity and he promptly agreed to do as he was
asked. Uncle Joe Cannon refused to pledge himself to support the Demo-
cratic tariff policies.
"Never," he insisted. They increased the flow of electrical current and
he hastened to shout. "I promise!"
The next man was Martine. They bade him to enter into a covenant
never mettle to make a speech In the United States senate.
"Nutt. nub, nuh!" exclaimed Martine, excitedly. "I'll never promise that."
They gave him a series of severe electrical shocks. But Martine was
firm.
Nor would all the electricity at the disposal of his tormentors move
him from his purpose.
HE *DISAPPOINTS MANY
Dr. Harry C. Frankenfleid, one of
the chief forecasters of the weather
bureau. Is a member of the National
Aero club. In spite of the fact that
throughout the entire country eighty-
flee oat of the hundred forecasts of
the weather are correct, it is generally
believed that Doctor Frankenfleld bawt
in his prognostications disappointed
wore persons than anyone else in the
United States, but the fact remains
the weather bureau saves the country
at least 3100,000.000 annually and that
he is known throughout the world as
one of its greatest meteorologists.
The variableness of weather condi-
tions is one of the stumbling blocks of
aerial navigation. and a comprehensivee_
study of its fickle laws is necessary to
every flier, but particularly to the one
who must fly over the sea. Hence it is '
easy to see why Admiral Peary- wanted
Doctor Fratikenfleld on the commis-'
mon. John Hays Hammond. Jr., the
r rst advocate of the aerial coast .patrol for all coasts, is young but well
known. Possibly above above all others he has obtained control by elec-
tricity without wire connection of objects detached and di-eant from theI
source of the current's discharge. His boat controlled from the shore with-
-out pilot or crew, his acrel torpedo and other activities are new war_ 
factors which may revolutionize military methods.
TEACHES BOYS WAR GAME 1
Washington has a unique "pre-
paredness" feature in the school which
has recently been started for officers
of the High School Cadet regiments.
Lieut. E. Z. Stocver,l. S. A.. who la
the voluntary instrector. Is careful
to keep all thaught of war in the back-
ground, as tar as possible, in teaching
the boys, yet the lessons which they
are learning are such as will better
qualify them to ''do their bit" for their
homes In ca,.e the need ever arises.
At present the work Is along theo-
retical lines, conducting imaginary
troops over large Maps, later prac-
tical work is to be done in the field.
Boys who have "played- the "map
game" are enthusiastic over ft. They
claim it Is more interesting than check-
out.. rheas or card.. Witbal, they are.
learning NM:retiring. pot bow to be
azilitartate. but how to be resourcel"::' ••0
bow to be logical and. how to act
promptly. Lieutenant Steerer is also
enthusiastic. Not only is he greatly Interested in Nes as bee. but he was
himself a member of the High School Cadet organization of Washington.
CALOMEL WHEN BILIOUS? NO1 STOF1
ACTS LIKE DYNAMITE ON LIVER
I Guarantee "Dodson's Liver Tone" Will Give You t
he Best Liver
and Bowel Cleansing You Ever Had—Doesn't Make 
You Sickl
Stop using calomel! It makes you
sick. Don't loss a day's work. If you
feel lasy, sluggish, bilious or consti-
pated, listen to me! •
Calomel is mercury or quicksilver
wain- MUMS SOMME of the bones.
Calomel, when It comes into contact
w'th sour bile, crashes into it, breaking
It up. Thie is when you feel that awe
ful nausea and cramping. If you feel
"all knocked out," if your liver Is tor-
pid and bowels constipated or you
have headache, disriness, coated
tongue, If breath is bad or stomach
sour Just try a spoonful of harmless
Dodson's Liver Tone.
Here's my guarantee-Oo to any
drug store or dealer and get a erecetit
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tune. Take a
spoonful sod if it doesn't straightss
you right up and make you feel fins
and vigorous I want you to go back to
the store and get your money. Dod-
son's Liver Tone Is destroying the
sale of calomel became, it is real liver
medicine; entirely vegetable, therefore
it cannot salivate or rake you sick. •
guarantee that one spoonful of
Dodson's Liver Tone will put your
sluggish Byer to work and clean your
bowels of that sour bile and consti-
pated waste which is clogging your
system and making you feel miserable.
guarantee that a bottle of Dodson's
Liver Tone will keep your entire fam-
ily feeliqg flue for months. Give it to
your children. It is barmleall; -doesn't
Stine and tail like Its pleasant taste.
_ .
Watch Your Colts
For Coughs. Colds and Ma-temper. and at the first OMR*
toms of any such ailment dive am•II domes of that 
won-
derful remedy. now the most used In crimper..
111•0111111 RisTiewrint COMPOVXD
GO. runts and 11 • bottle; 111 and $IO the dollen. of any
druggist. harness dealer. or delivered by
SPOOR INLIGDIC•L CO,. Chrualets, inialsee. led.. V. II. -Sr
• Broke Poor father.
First Kid-We got s piano Me.?
house.
Second Kid-Soa,'Ve w11. We got OUTS
op the insolvent plan.
To Drive Out Malaria
And Build Up The System
Tits -the. Old Standard LikOVE 5:
TASTELESS chill TONIC You know
what you are taking, as the formula is
printed on every label, showing it is
Quinine and Iron in a tasteless form. The
Quinine drives out malaria, the Iron
builds op the system. 5.o coots.
Other Things, Though.
Bill-Didn't your ocean trip take all
of the ginger out of you?
Jill--(linger? I didn't eat any gin
ger!
Every Household Needs It.
.- Per-estarirerne ermine sad- -beelese,
Hanford's Balsam of Myrrh should
give quick relief. These may happen
any day in any home add the prudent
housewife will always keep a bottle
on hand. Adv.
Farsighted is the man who doesn't
allow Success to ttAw him off his
guard against a reverse of fortune.
BABIES AND GROWING CHILDREN
need a tonic to tone up the system and
regulate the liver. Mothers are con-
stantly using with wonderful success,
our "Plantation" Chill and Fever Ton-
ic. Pleasant to take-contains no cal-
omel. Price 50c.-Adv.
Alas for the intel:ect when the un-
derstanding is limited only by the size
of the feet!
LADIES CAN WEAN SHOES
One size smaller after using Allen'• Foot-
Ease, the antiseptic powder for the feet.
Shaken Into shoes and used in foot-bath.
Alien's Foot-Ease maks.' tight shoes feel
essyt-arrii-g4vesieneeterd-rel4e4-tee4.4/FAD-alb4-
buniOns. Try It today. Sold everywhere.
Mc. For FREE trial package. Address.
Alleh S. Olmsted. Le Roy, N. Y. Adv.
A man thinks he is misunderstood
because he doesn't know himself.
Ask anybody about it-Hanford's
Balsam. Adv.
About the-first thing the sew cook
expects the mistress to learn is It
keep out of the culinary denertmeol
during business hours.
IMITATION IS SINCEREST FLATTERY
but like counterfeit money the imita-
tion has not the worth of the original.
Insist on "La Creole" Hair Dressing-
it's the original. Darkens your !lair is
the natural way, but contains no dye.
Price 111.00.-Ade.
Perhaps the best hand a mall can
hold in the game of life is the hand of
some good woman.
KIII the Flies Now and Prevent
disease. A DAISY PLY KILLER win do it.
Kills tbonsanes. Lena an *emus. A 11 dealer*
orals seat empress paid for Si. d. ISOMERS,
IW De Kalb Ave., brooklys, N. T. Ads.
Sooner or later the high eye; finest
-Pee M it Me-M01112.40."`
For any sore tioe age'sfhb- - -
sem. Adv.
' A successful fool doesn't PMUSa
he is one.
ASK FOR AND SET
KINNERS
THE HIGHEST QUAUTS
MACARONI
I Save the trademark signature of Paul P.
' Skinner from all packages and elohange free
fur Oneida Community Silverware. Writs
today for free 36-page reeve book and full
information.
SKINNER MFG. CO.. OMAHA. U.S.A.
LARGEST MACARONI FACTORY Us Alig*PCA
Agents Attention!  
We furnish you ida last sell every day la UM
year. IS say S.4 , to POW, ODOM Or WOWS&
alidt• or solered ifIris lath. alum of a Mealy» te
got lit • bowlsees slime WPIPS SO ItDoiportOOOPI IMF
ses cam ask. SLIS • IMF bandits* our goods awl We
positively Wiled polif Mow, for AP seweel you EO
omeelt. IMOOlotompOlIWWWWoo• tor tall ppnAinz war. _
• VRX marnrrACTIIIIIIIto COMPASS,
SIII Z. Maks eines' wessweed. ea.
SWEET POTATO PLANTS
MailleY HALL and PORTO RICO TAMP wow toed?.
MOIR poetpaid. URI for r OS. et press not p•kl.
TeeleMI. Wer pwwWw•••• C.w, pi
Th_e average man wants others to 1 
hina as he sees himself. W. N. Li,. MEMPHIS. NO, 16-191a,
Fulton Mothers Now Treat
Children's Colds Externally
They Find Vap-O-Rub Better Than in-
ternal Medicines for Croup and
Cold Troubles.
- Mrs. S. Pub, 510 Market St..
and Mrs. Mary Bolton, 105 Ravine §te
both of Fulton. Moe have found. in
common with mazy ether Missouri
mothers, (hat it is no longer necessary
to dose children with internal medi-
cines for cold troubles. In the South
Vick's Vap-O-Rub is the standard
remedy for these troubles, but it was
only last winter that it was introduced
here. Vap-O-Rub was discovered by
a North Carolina druggist He found
bow to combine Menthol and Camphcr
with the volatile oils of Thyme, Euca-
lyptus, Ciltebs and Juniper. In sah-e
form, so that when apelied to the
body, the ingredients are vaporized
by the body heat
These vapors are inhaled with each
breath, through the air passages, to
the lungs, carrying the medication di-
rect to the affected parts, and, in ad-
dition, Vick's is absorbed through the
skin, taking out the tightness and
soreness. This double action makes
Vap-O-Itub really a remarkable rem-
edy for many forms of inflammations
Either inflammations of the air pas-
sages, such as head colds, catarrh,
bronchitis, sore throat, or deep chest
colds, or inflammations of the skin
tisaues, such as burns, bruises, stings,
piles. itchings and muscular soreness.
It is particularly recommended for
small children, as it can be 'used free-
ly. with perfect safety, on the young-
est member of the family.
But let these Missouri mothers
speak for themselves. Mrs. Belton
writes-"I have used Vap-O-Rub on
baby for bad colds. Results were ex-
cellent. I find it better than any in-
ternal medicine I ever used."
Mrs. Pugh's experience ite-"I tried
your Vap-O-Rub on three of my chil-
dren for bronchitis. They would cough
so hard at night I could not sleep. so
would get up and rub their throats
r_nd chests with Vap-O-Rub and they
seldom coughed any more that night.
and after I had kept it up for several
nights they stopped coughing. I be-
lieve it is better than taking so much
medicine internally." Three sizes
!Sc. 50c or $1.00. At all druggists,
.TOOkJLeUa- y.,
ni Gained28 Pounds
ns- e airs in smiler's. We wonderful remedy:
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1916 atmy  of Coldwater on the Coldwater and Back-ash:mg road what is known as the Sam Kelley farm at $10.00 toinsure colt 8 days old. Description and pedigree: Mon-gan Patch No. 6726, is a bay stallion, 4 years old, 16 hands high,
1.170 pounds. He is a cornWeed saddle and harness horse. Firstglre, Sprague Patch, he by Dan Patch 1:55. First Darn Liziie Dud-. ley, she by ,Clegg's Morgan.. son of Bullet 2108; iecond darn Rau-cetta: third dam Bessie. by Mountaineer 676. eon Of Streeter 674:fourth.dam-Solomon Berry_Shetne ds.  _he ___by
Morgan Patch itaioisakr44-timenin cotintrfiers and Ns-op...fourfirst. premiums, •
_ . . •
-
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This Picture Exact Likeness
This High Bred, Classy and Stylish-Pony Stal-
lion will make the present season at Nat Itypies_
barn, Murray, Kentucky.
TERMS: •
$ 1 0.00 to insure living foal, $7.50 advance
payment for service, With privilege to return during
current season. $5.00 advance- for single service.
As shown in cut; LIGON is a- beautifulwhite
and black, almost perfect itv_lorin, -7--years- old,-
12 1-2 hands high and weighs 600 pounds, condi-
tions of the very best. Handled and driven by
women and children. Parties wanting something
fancy, serviceable and well disposed (in either full
-op-hali-bree0-for-thenvornerrutrd•-ttttte-Olteir,-W111
-4
A.
Group Meeting, Olive and East Murray Circuits:
011ve, Thursday April 27.
7:30 p. m. Sermon. T. H. Davis.
Friday,
9:30 Devotional. -Charlie Eaker.
9:45 Revivals. -J. C. Rudd.
10:00 Permute! Evangelism. -J. A. Hassell. ---10:15 The Home. --W. G. Nall.
10:30 The Public School.- Sy! Fisher.
10:45 Church Paper -W. W. Henley.
11:00 Sermon.-W. G. Nall.
Afternoon.
1:00 Devotional.
•
1:15 Relation of Good Ha& 'Lib Kingdom. nt 11„Meador.
140 The Mission Amassment and How Can We Bring Out Ev-t Church in dm Charbw---L. lliantilton,-2:00 Every Member Canvas.-J. G.' Glasgow.
2:30 Sunday School and Missions.-J. L "Flortos.2:45 Children. Day and How to Grip It. -T. H. Davis.
Brooks Chapel, Friday, April! 28.
7:30 p. m. Sermon. -Syl Fisher.
Saturday, April 29 Morale,.
9:30 Devotional.---M. L Davis.
9:45 Revivals. -J. C. Rudd.
10:00 Personal Evangelism.-J. A. Hassell.was Homo. W.-G. Nail.
10:80 Public Schools.-Syl Fisher.
10:45 Church Paper.-J. L. Horton.
11;00 Sermon.---J. C. Rudd.
1:00 Devotional.
1:15 Relation of Good Roads to Kingdom of God-J. M. Meador.-1_120 The Why and How of, Missions.---1.
2:30 The Sunday School and its Work.-T. H. & /4.•L. Davis.
New Hope, Sunday, April 39. - --
9:30 Devotional-Charlie Eaker.
9:45 -Revivals.-J. C. Rudd.
10100 Personal Evangelism. J. A. Hassell.
10:15 Home.-W. G. Nall.
10:30 Public Schools.-Syl Fisher.
10:45 Church Paper. - W. W. Henley.
11:00- Sermon.-J. A. Hassell.
Afternoon.
1:30 Demtional.-J. L Horton.
1'2:00 The Why and How of Missions-Led by J._G-Glasgow. I-2:30 The Sunday School and Missions.-J. C. Rudd.
• t•:45 Relation of Good Roads to the Kingdom of God-'-R. T. Wells
2:45 The Children's Day and How to Grip it-T.H. & M.L.Davia
Lunch will be served each day on the grounds.
J. A. HASSELL, Chairman Committee.
s•-•••••..•••••••••••••••114••••••1101PLO&P.P.- -••••1.
323 BROADWAY PADUCAN,,ILY.
THE DISPLAY OF WOMENS' 
OUTER APPAREL
Include every Dress requirement for traveling. -
street,afternoon and sports,, in a mos
assortment of models, harmtmiously combining I
fabrics apct-colorings to meet eve* t
- individual taste.
not go amiss in brgeding to this High Class Pony =-
Stallion.
Money due when the fact- is ascertained or the mare
:traded or transferred. Care taken to prevent accidents.  
but not responsible should any occur. A lien retained on
colt until season fee is. paid.
• For further particulars inquire at Ryan's Clo-
thing Store, or NAT RYAN, Chaser.
FletcherMassight, Manag" er.
• •
Money to Loan cn.Farm Lands.
-We represent a strong finan-
cial company who can make im-
mediate loans on Calloway coun-
ty farm lands for 5 to 10 years.
Interest payable annually. No
loans taken for less than $1,000.
Will make loans up to 40 per
cent of value of land. Prompt
Aervice will be rendered. Ash-
er Graham, agent.
This
J. Ellis Stock.
Weeda.---Wlil -snake the season
of 1916 at, the residence of II.
on the Concord and ••Boydsville road.
This season at $10,00.
_Re was _slyetiby .Red MedIntn.
1-4. sire of L. Maud. 2:07 1-2, sire
Porch Medium:2111 1-4 and 42o-tilers--
in the list making him the sire ofl
speed of any li.ing horse at 13 years
• ,f age. Dam. Miss t/lendora, Wood. 1
dant of Glenora, =Al 1-4. De Woods
is a half brf,ttlier to Red 2:271
.ne of the greatest show stallions in
the tiorth. 'fhb combiaes (One of
the strongest blood lines ever --en in
tonetrotter. Ile is known as the Ma-
son home.
De Woods is six years old, and one
of the best formed horses that man
has ever looked upon. Is blood bay.
at. the-
He wonlitehoe:e0tHlue rvitbv.ziri.tan. j_laimbo ass 
Murray fair. While- ha is a trotting
bred bone, yet he goes all the 'gates
making him very desirable for those
who like a double gaited horse. - A
brother of De Woods won two racetti
Tin Ode day. = De-Woo& pronounCed
by horsemen to be the best combina-
tion hsrse in West Kentucky.
Dr- Hangman. -71tais- This fine ::,-
yewor-d-1-aea will mWk-e the season at
the tame place. at $1000 to insu e a
living colt, under usual conditions.
Ile is 15 1-2 hands high, big bone. tint-
head and ears. .
One Starlight jack. 2.sb4.
15-hands 1.12111, will make the season
at same place. $‘.00 to insure a li v Well. I Should Say
Lem W. Rowland Stock.
fine
•
Champion Ringlet Barred rock
eggs The for 15 packed, or at 50c
at home.-Sunny Side Poultry
;F'arm, T. J. Howard. Murray.
t Rt. 1. • CUMb. phono-lron-TKJ.
Hardware, ranges and oil
' stoves for sale by Bucy Bros.-
A barrel of good, guaranteed
flour as cheap as you ever bought
one in your life. Come and get
yours. Hood & Fain, west side.
MORGAN PATCH NO. 6726
registered
barn  miles north
on
a living
stallion will Make the season of
E. D. WAHL FaraninlionT str7 . •
3304•
The J. D. Relperb Stick.
My horse and two jacks will
make the 1916 season at Potter-
town under the same conditions
and at the same terms as last
year. This stock is too well
known to neecLany further in-
troduction,-and will aproreciate
any business given me.-J. D.
Roberts. 462*
Starlight, Jr., one of the finest
bred jacks in the county, and
Dan Eberlee. fine •young saddle
and harness horse, will make the
season of 1916 at my home one
half mile north of Bethel school
house on the same terms -and
under the same conditions as
last year. I want all persons
who have stock to breed to come
and see these animals before
making a decision. I believe I
have as good as the county af-
fords and once you get a colt
from either of these animals I
feel that you will not go else-
where in the future. Come and
-Lem--W.-
c31t. under usual coldlition. Sta-,r)
65
preiniurn%... ill be v.i% en for , • - Mets&I
half for ,•econd
"Look a' There, en
some one on-the-farm at all ti:
t.. wait • n II.
E DOES Work"
It s Just Wonderful ler Corns!"
Walterfailis7Stirli. my_sta.ris. Iook-7-. ofthe brae! IA hy. past looktut.it. That •Rowsty Tomv. lerrt
ug 
ilrit rigtigu- tof;Qii. inglcrikeor
stalt!e. about
o'i Miarra3 (
r r-yd ,••• t., ITr-1.re:1 ]).'% 1114 :7(,•:1.:
1::•"%cl.k Sj/••
dark biuttn. 24141
.1 'tab 54res: 4 '1".:olig. out oi a 1:ne
'1!!aek jennet. Colts frcin this jack
took preiOlutr.lat:the Miirta:r Fair
and have ntver beerOtirtied d•wrt at
fairs:
Dr. Batteo, Jr.- Thi., fine i I
make the season at ,the same ace.,
under the 4rue conditions, at Sly.
Dr. Itattr., Yes neer See tbe Like, .74*
ten. No. 4.--- registered-stands-MI (Uel'o-lt. °be tmorgerr
bred trotting hone, sired by Ashram. iline,76..m5fight Cealtb:r:.--do" ir7t be afraid,-
Wilkes, record ;:17 :" He--bY Red leb.,"4ciptiatilt.rwl.,,,9,.mTellcothr.: wsk11Wilkes. sire of more than 1110 in 2710,t Well, that beats alir• That's the way
lie II George Wilkes. the! .,11n,.1A 'Ciets-lt- works on all cora& everyder ot the greawt. 
trottingfamily 
It's the new. 'mph"
r I i sh 11-cZturalipt i onset k;the world. He • tkr: 133,11)7 1 bundling bandages. sticky tape, plas-
"'eon-4.2;141;n afalizoragi
bletonian 10.- Fitst dam, ()MLA. by. 178' ,.„,
m re of Scinit•A on. and. &Timor's- ..(41t9.11" 5tZ Paha A;Phi'd
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'The v.lues arc icithout precedent
the workmanship beyond critici.,
A-Notable Prolaster - Carlo
1Y9m,en's  smart tailor s6 its of silk and combinft- _ 
tion of serge, also poplin and gabardine, a.r:a
$19.75
 Iromt.n1-51TErnoon and sfEct (iresicc-7775ta. _
de chine and meteor, elegant' , trimmed
wit ace and-Georgette,
• - $1.7•51:1___Lk - -
Street and Sport Coats of cheeks,- vktIctur:
chinchilla, poplin and silk, belted and tr.t:;•I'.:
effects at our usuaLpopular prices.
Shepherd check Coats with taffeta
collars, either flare or belted
•
• • $5.00
Mr. Lowenthal is in New ork arrang-
ing forEaster purchases. and the correct sum-
mer styles will be on display in our, show room
this week.
J. T. Hurt & Si. Steck. I Eggs.-Pure strain Rhode Is-
The J. T Hurt & Son .stock land Red eggs at 50c per setting
Sit made -ffe last season at of 15" at home or 'delivered in
Cherry will be in the care of !Murray at 75c. Call Cum. phone
Bob Layeock and Errett Grogan , or address J. W. Hendon, Mur-
this season. Favorltie--Tocik -vrittit ra34--Rt-  
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Buyers read the Ledger ads.e 
mile 
Pine Bluff and Shannon road. BUSINESS ISand Spanish Lee, the jack, will
be ha charge of Mr. Grogan, 1-4
mile south of New Hope church.
The terms an] conditions A Theory out Into Practice by Vie.the same as lait.year and breel-
ers are urged to inve4tigate
an'onals before going este-
T. Hurt & Son. 3ik4
BASED CH CONFIDENCE
!pre.ple ictat. Jr.
Th flrie el:orse will ms-ke thc
of 1(016 at ray
Nw Concord at $10 to irsure a
living colt. $1 less for horse colt.
Spm.gue Patch, Jr.„ is a blood
years old, 15. hands high
and goes all the gait!: was sired
by Sprague Patch 48121. he by
Dan Patch. His dam was sired
by Joe Hal. He is the horse that
Uncle Bill Hutchens kept last
year.-Albert G. Smith, Owner:
B. F. Allbritten, ntanager.-4133
&Lain Ens.
White and Barred Plymouth
Rocks; Buff and Black Orping-
tons: Black Minorities, and L
Reds. $1 per 15 in Murray and
‘Icinity. -Geo: Gatlin. 463
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3. C. BRADY
-A druzgist has nouny opportlnitiee
to make la.ting frivids of his
ere," said Mr. .1. -C. Brady. popular-Rezan' -115armaeiat of Fail River.
- Mass. *lite very nature of his bust-
mess draws their confidence for ItittIe
helpful iez,restions -on the matter of
health. Many people bare, thanked
ow tor recommentltne Revell tIrderar.
es the best relief for eonstipariint 'Met
Its resultant ills_ Pnt up in deist/
candy tablet.form. they are pleaaant
the. taste and-ssake an ideal laxative
for the home--for men, women Owl
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